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MSI Defence Review: Mr. Undersecretary,
first of all, welcome! What sort of a vision
will you be bringing to your new position,
as someone who is already well-known
and has been welcomed at various
events by many in the sector?
Prof. Dr. İsmail DEMİR: You can con-
sider my point of view about the sector
to be the expression of a collective ap-
proach. I don’t discriminate between
companies working in the sector and
those in other industries. In a country
where the industrial concept is imma-
ture, it wouldn’t be right to talk only
about the defence sector and the great
products that it develops. We cannot say,
“We perform miracles in the defence
sector, but are only a little bit good in
other industries.” You can’t be a little bit
good on one side of industry and great on
the other. Only in a country where the in-
dustrial ecosystem has been collectively
activated can we fully establish and de-

velop a defence sector, and one of my
goals is to activate this ecosystem.

INTERVIEW

After his appointment as the Undersecretary 
for Defence Industries on April 12, Prof. Dr. İsmail

Demir settled quickly into a very busy agenda 
consisting of many fairs and meetings. Prof. Dr. Demir

hosted MSI Defence Review at his office, where he
spoke at length about the tasks of the Undersecretariat
for Defence Industries (SSM), the vision he brings to his

new position and his objectives for the future.
Ümit BAYRAKTAR / ubayraktar@milscint.com

Naile BAYRAKTAR / n.bayraktar@milscint.com
K. Burak CODUR / b.codur@milscint.com

Prof. Dr. İsmail Demir, Undersecretary 
for Defence Industries:

“Equal Opportunities Should be 
Ensured and Competition Should
be Increased for the Development
of Turkey’s Defence Industries”
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We need to approach such issues as basic
research, research and development,
technology development and product de-
velopment in layers, distinguishing be-
tween these levels and setting our goals
accordingly. We need an “inventory data-
base” that shows what we have in our
hands so that we can allocate resources to
the immature fields and establish special-
izations in certain fields, where required.
You can say “let’s produce a product and
be very good at that” in every field that you
can imagine, but you should be in top ten
or even top five economies of the world to
achieve this end. Accordingly, we should at
this point know the size of our cloth and cut
for our coat accordingly, and also do some
research to find out how big our cloth
should be. Only then you can talk about a
cloth.
To sum up, our vision is to integrate the in-
dustrial ecosystem into the defence sector
and to lean as much as possible towards
domestic production that doesn’t oblige us
to be foreign-dependent in certain critical

fields. At this point, we also should be hon-
est with ourselves, and define what exists
and what doesn’t exist, remove deficien-
cies, create the elements that we lack and
work to get better. We should never con-
sider ourselves to be the best; we should
work first, and then celebrate.

MSI Defence Review: Everybody is 
wondering what will be your priorities
throughout your term of office. 
For example, is a restructuring of the 
defence sector one of your priorities? 
What messages would you like to give
about your goals during your term of office?
Prof. Dr. İsmail DEMİR: Firstly, I would
like to touch upon the term “restructur-
ing” that you mentioned in your question.
I don’t use this term, as it might be under-
stood as: “Something is wrong in the sec-
tor, so let’s restructure this.” I would like
to emphasize that I don’t approach the
issue in this way.
Among our objectives are the develop-
ment, integration and sharing of re-

sources and skills; and the use of re-
sources in the most effective and efficient
way, without wasting anything or leaving
anything incomplete. Furthermore, we
need to determine what’s missing and
take inventory of our existing resources
and skills. Only this way we can make a
good analysis of our existing assets and
build our future on them.
The sector should be worried mostly
about “sustainability”, and I can see that
this is the case. I attach great importance
to sustainability. You can deal fully with
the most critical elements of the defence
sector through state support, but you can’t
do this for every issue. Only the very criti-
cal and a few “niche” fields can be devel-
oped in this way. Exports are considered
as a key parameter of sustainability, but it
shouldn’t be the only parameter. The abil-
ity to compete in commercial fields with
various product ranges, while also devel-
oping attractive products and selling cer-
tain patents may also be considered as
parameters of sustainability. 
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In this regard, let’s not refer to it as a “re-
structuring of the sector”, but rather car-
rying the sector to different horizons,
changing its dimensions, ensuring that it
has a wider perspective, simulating
broader cooperation and maybe prevent-
ing repetitions.
We need to create broader areas rather
than crowded and concentrated fields in
which everybody steps on each other’s
foot; only this way can we provide the
stimulation and support for each other.
Accordingly, field assessments and in-
centives are important. While some
fields are very attractive, others remain
empty. We should prevent this. Our focus
should be on the fields that need filling
and that are not commercially attractive
in the first place; then we can work to-
wards sustainability.
Another leg of the issue relates to the
use of offset in order to restructure our
industries. The continuity of each of our
offset-using industrialists following the
use of offset is a checkpoint for us. If
he/she is able to maintain his/her work
following the use of offset, it means that
he/she is successful. If this is not the
case, then we can consider this as a
problem that needs to be dealt with.
Obviously, all of these issues have been
discussed and debated several times in

the past, and we would like, in a sense,
to emphasize these issues once again.
This approach may be defined not as a
change of understanding, but as empha-
sis on such issues.
The places in which the term ecosystem
is used should be understood very
clearly. While the sector is inclined to
create its own internal ecosystem, we
can also talk about a vertical system that
starts within fundamental sciences and
extends towards the transfer of knowl-
edge into the industrial complex, the
transformation of knowledge into a
product by the sector, and all the way to
sales, as part of the same process. We
attach importance to the integration of
these system components with each
other.
Obviously, this cannot be accomplished
by our Undersecretariat or our defence
industries alone, as it demands the co-
operation of another component,
namely, other institutions. To this end,
we should work very closely with such
institutions such as the Ministry of Sci-
ence, Industry and Technology, the Min-
istry of Energy and Natural Resources,
the Ministry of Transport, Maritime Af-
fairs and Communications, the Ministry
of Development and the Turkish Armed
Forces (TSK).

MSI Defence Review: In your opinion, how
is it possible to establish communication
between these public institutions?
Prof. Dr. İsmail DEMİR: Presumably,
forming an understanding between the rel-
evant institutions would be prioritized. Most
importantly, an understanding at the level
of ministers and undersecretaries should
be paramount, and we think that this al-
ready exists, although it should be more
detailed and a road map should be drawn.
Once such a will is established on the basis
of institutions, we shouldn’t ignore the po-
tential deteriorating effects of institutional
reflexes. In our opinion, if the issue is
clearly explained and a good culture of
sharing is established, such reflexes can be
avoided. The final objective should be taken
into consideration, and everybody’s roles
should be well-defined.
On the other hand, once you create and un-
veiled a product or service, you also pro-
mote yourself, although people occasionally
overlook who actually contributed to the de-
velopment or the infrastructure behind that
particular product or service. It is the creator
of the product or service that remains at the
forefront; however the harmony among in-
stitutions may be spoilt by this focus of at-
tention. Everybody should be self-sacrificing
enough to say, “Let me make a contribu-
tion,” although it’s difficult to ensure this.

INTERVIEW

Undersecretary for Defence 
Industries Prof. Dr. İsmail
Demir, along with Latif Aral
Aliş, Chairman of the Board of
Directors, SSI, is informed by
Eyüp Kaptan, Chairman of the
Board of Directors, ROKETSAN
and Selçuk Yaşar, the General
Manager of ROKETSAN 
during Eurosatory 2014.
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Ecosystem should be Nurtured
through Equal Opportunities
MSI Defence Review: Will the things 
to be done in the upcoming process 
be shared with the sector with a 
new Strategic Plan?
Prof. Dr. İsmail DEMİR: Actually, most
of the elements that I have mentioned
fall within the lines of the SSM’s cur-
rent Strategic Plan. What’s important
is to implement them and strictly mon-
itor and follow such implementations
step-by-step on a road map. Industri-
alization, the use of offset, the alloca-
tion of research and development
funds and the distribution of original
development projects should be
checked to ensure such procedures
are being carried out under competi-
tive conditions, providing various com-
panies with equal opportunities, and
also to find out whether a structure ca-
pable of nurturing the ecosystem that
I have mentioned is available and ef-
fective.

MSI Defence Review: We sometimes
hear allegations in the sector that the
SSM’s current industrialization policies
favour the Turkish Armed Forces
Foundation (TSKGV) companies. 
In this respect, how should we interpret
what you have just said?

Prof. Dr. İsmail DEMİR: On paper, there
is an industrialization rate that is imposed
on every company that states, “You must
use some percentage of the job that you
take for industrialization purposes.” If this
method worked well, the alleged problem
that you mentioned would be resolved to
a great extent. That said, let’s assume
that you have a project portfolio of 28 bil-
lion dollars and we have imposed an in-
dustrial participation rate of 70%. In such
a case, your industry must do business
totalling approximately 20 billion dollars.
If you could accomplish that, it would be
great, but is there such an industry? If we
are unable to answer this question posi-
tively, there are some issues that should
be considered in a better way.
The following is also mentioned about
the TSKGV companies: There are only a
limited number of defence industry com-
panies in many parts of the world due to
the special conditions associated with
the defence sector. This is a valid argu-
ment, but those few defence industry
companies have ensured commercial-
ization to a certain extent. Our compa-
nies should be able strong enough to
survive commercially so that our ele-
ments of support can be directed only to
critical areas, where the strategic im-
portance of the product is more impor-
tant than money. If it lacks commercial

sustainability, it wouldn’t make sense to
invest money in a huge defence industry
company just because it’s huge.

MSI Defence Review: You were engaged
with the defence sector before being
appointed as Undersecretary for 
Defence Industries. Have your opinions of
the sector changed since you became 
undersecretary? Do you view the issue
differently now that you are on the 
inside rather than the outside?
Prof. Dr. İsmail DEMİR: There are some
differences, but they are not that large.
There are some issues that are difficult to
perceive from the outside, and such is-
sues create the difference. For example, I
have been able to get to know the internal
processes of our undersecretariat, as well
as the parameters of the TSK, in a more
detailed way, and I think I will understand
them better over the course of time. Our
undersecretariat works alongside the
TSK, and I think certain definitions should
be made regarding the areas in which we
overlap. The gravity of such issues cannot
be understood from the outside, but view-
ing from the inside, I believe that these is-
sues should be processed in more
detailed way. Specifically, planning and
coordination should be improved, and the
mentality of the cooperating institutions
should be matured.

INTERVIEW
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We should be able
to Bring Human Resources
from Abroad
MSI Defence Review: Will aviation 
projects such as the Regional Passenger
Plane or Jet Trainer and Fighter Aircraft
Conceptual Design Project, which is 
also known as FX/TX, be prioritized or
accelerated during your term in office?
Prof. Dr. İsmail DEMİR: There has been
much discussion about Turkey producing
its own aircraft. The indigenous Helicopter
Development Program was initiated on
the rotary wing side, while the HÜRKUŞ
project has been launched as the fixed
wing offering. For the time being, I’m not
sure if the Regional Passenger Plane or
the FX/TX production will become the
starting point. At this point we should be
taking into consideration the financial di-
mension of the issue, as our country’s re-
sources are not endless. Which products
do we want to develop indigenously in the
upcoming decade? How much are our di-
rect procurement costs? What level of fi-
nancing is required for our original
projects, and what is the level of our finan-
cial resources? In my opinion, these ques-
tions should be discussed in detail and our
plans should be made in accordance with
our resources. The FX/TX, Helicopter De-
velopment Program, Regional Passenger

Plane, and the improvement of our Un-
manned Aerial Vehicle (UAV) systems...
We would like to see our products featur-
ing in all product ranges and develop do-
mestic products in all of them, but are our
finances and human resources sufficient
to manufacture so many products? If you
hit the road before planning such issues
with great care, you run the risk of being
unable to complete your journey. We
should make more sensitive estimations
to gain a clear understanding of where our
route will lead us.
As I am an aeronautical engineer, aviation
may be a priority, but we shouldn’t enter
a bottomless well. Such issues as finan-
cial feasibility and where the system
should be placed in terms of performance
need to be addressed, and while it seems
that certain decisions have been made,
they may be reviewed at any time.
Our human resources have matured to a
point, but we lack experienced human re-
sources. I sometimes mention our human
resource and emphasize their advantages,
but there are also some other concepts
such as experience and making contribu-
tions to the job. The process of product de-
velopment can be very problematic if
experience and background is lacking. You
either have to make concessions in quality,
or the process becomes much longer. For-

eign resources may be used in order to de-
velop our human resources, as Turkey
should be able to bring in specialists in cer-
tain areas from abroad to benefit from their
experience. There are already people
abroad who are ready to come to Turkey,
mirroring the brain drain from our country
to Western countries. There are many
countries where the citizens consider
Turkey to be a very attractive prospect, and
you can bring people from those countries
and incorporate them into your system.
How many engineers do you need for the
FX/TX and Regional Passenger Plane
today? How many of them do you have?
Which fields are left empty? We should be
training the required labour force now, but
first we need to determine a structure that
coordinates thoroughly all of the steps in
the process to this end. For example, it is
no good telling the person in charge of
building the plane that “the number of em-
ployees with a PhD or master of science
degrees should be this or that in five years;
this number of people working for the
companies involved should be gaining
these experiences; the portfolio should be
like this in five years; and we should be
here or there in 10 or 15 years.” I believe
that a determined approach, based on the
knowledge of what has been done and
what will be done would be sufficient,

INTERVIEW
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rather than certain structures that require
top level coordination.

Offset Refers to Taking the
Field on a Global Scale
MSI Defence Review: While speaking
about offset at the 1st Domestic 
Contribution and Offset Applications in
Public Purchases Panel, which was 
organized by Ankara Chamber of Trade,
as well as at the ATC event in the United
States, you made some points that 
differed from previous approaches.
Could you give us a detailed overview 
of your opinion of offset as a means of
guiding the sector?
Prof. Dr. İsmail DEMİR: We currently
have plenty of offset agreements that are
waiting to be used, and these must be dis-
tributed now. Our inability to do this
brings to my mind the question: “Are
there any deadlocks being caused by us?”
Maybe our defence sector isn’t mature
enough, and so a system that is capable
of maturing it should be established. For
example, while working for THY Technic,
one particular industrialist used to tell me
during the exhibitions that we organized,
“I can manufacture this product, but your
method is quite difficult and so I need
your assistance.” How can we become a
“good company,” how can we become a

contractor that is involved in offset and
how can we establish a sustainable struc-
ture? We need to find answers to these
questions. If you do only product-based
business that depends only on the offset
volume without placing certain parame-
ters, you won’t be sustainable. Maybe an
answer to the question of “how could we
become a good company” should be put
forth and enforced. Companies should be
inspected with such a mechanism. Once
the product or system quality of the com-
panies has been established, they should
show us that they are now ready to do
business on a global level, and companies
that are not ready shouldn’t be allowed to
take the field on a global scale. In my
opinion, offset refers to taking the field on
a global scale. I believe we should say to
companies, “Now you take the field.” This
should be our aim, and we should estab-
lish an institution to follow this process,
step-by-step.

MSI Defence Review: You know the THY
side very well. Does this situation refer to
fulfilment of the expectations of mostly
TAI and HAVELSAN in the aviation sector
regarding the more effective operation of
the offset mechanism in THY’s supply
processes? Could you share with us your
opinions on this issue?

Prof. Dr. İsmail DEMİR: In its more re-
cent purchases, THY has ensured that
such articles as “industrial contribution
rate” and “technological contribution
rate” have replaced the term “offset.” All
of its rights belong to THY as well. THY’s
approach is, “This is a commercial com-
pany that attaches importance to the
benefits obtained from using it, even if it
purchases offset.” This situation is quite
normal for a commercial company, al-
though a formula for how and when off-
set is used has yet to be established.
Maybe such issues should be discussed.
In some examples a company may say that
it has created a great product, but a certain
company won’t buy it, but once you ask for
their reasons for not buying, they talk
about problems with quality. As another
example, a company may say, “Don’t force
us, let us use the offset with that com-
pany.” If one of our companies chooses a
certain product of a certain quality, it gets
much easier to use the offset. During the
offset process, problems in the flow of in-
formation are likely to occur, and not
everything may be fully transparent. Infor-
mation on the supply chain is required, and
such information cannot always be fully
obtained. When dealing with competent
companies, you don’t face any problems in
the use of offset.

Nobody would doubt the 
National Character of Boeing
or Lockheed Martin
MSI Defence Review: There are 
important industrial skills and 
infrastructures in many parts of Turkey,
mostly in Istanbul. In your opinion, 
does the Ankara-based defence sector
have sufficient knowledge of these
skills? What should be done to ensure
that the industrial potential of Istanbul
and Ankara in particular is brought 
together, and its visibility and 
recognition increased?
Prof. Dr. İsmail DEMİR: As you men-
tioned, there are many gaps related to
this issue that need to be analysed thor-
oughly. There are a number of clusters
currently being established in various
provinces of the country. For example,
when someone mentions the aviation
cluster in Izmir, people start to say “let’s
also have a look at Izmir”. The lack of the
terms such as aviation or clustering is
likely to result in a lack of interest. I can
give another example from our undersec-
retariat. When such issues as engine and
landing gear maintenance are brought to
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the agenda in our undersecretariat, the
name THY Technic, which has been per-
forming this work for many years, is not
even mentioned among the places where
such work could be carried out. This
means that there is a deficiency in this
issue, and so it is possible that similar sit-
uations exist in other fields as well. We
have spoken about the ecosystem and the
collective industry, but it doesn’t have to
include the word “defence” in its own
structure. For example, there may be
very important talents in the automotive
sector, and so our human resources and
industrial inventory should be collected
together in a very sensitive and smart
database. In my opinion, establishing this
database is of critical importance. Once
you know the inventory, you can integrate
systems with each other.
The civilian fields could make great con-
tributions to the defence sector, and so
such integration should be ensured; but
when it comes to military issues, various
parameters such as warfare readiness
or dealing with security come to the
forefront.
Furthermore, today, nobody would doubt
the national character of Boeing or
Lockheed Martin, and they are private
companies. Similarly, we shouldn’t
doubt the national character of a Turkish
company in Turkey. We need to look
upon all companies operating in the sec-
tor as just as national as a TSKGV com-
pany or a TSK unit. If you clarify the way
the work should be carried out, you can
benefit from the performance of private
companies as well.

MSI Defence Review: It has been
mentioned on various platforms that

Turkey’s defence budget has decreased
in recent years, proportionally below 
the 2 percent of gross national product
imposed on the member countries 
by NATO. What is your assessment 
of this situation?
Prof. Dr. İsmail DEMİR: Obviously the
defence budget is a general issue, and
our focus is only on the defence industry
subsection. If Turkey wants to move to-
wards the professional army system and
decrease its number of soldiers, there
may be an increase in the cost of fixed
items, although this may not have an im-
pact on the defence sector. You should
also distinguish between how much you
spend directly on strike power and sup-
plies. In the defence sector, our struc-
ture is currently capable of carrying out
its current projects, but we should con-
sider such parameters as the funding
that we will have in the next 5–10 years
and our project expenditures in order to
answer any questions regarding re-
sources. This question “Based on what?”
could also be asked. We may have ideal
projects, but we may be suffering from a
lack of resources, and in such cases,
these ideal projects should also be ques-
tioned.

No Change in Export Objectives
MSI Defence Review: An export objective
of 25 billion dollars was set for 2023 
during the research conference “Where
is the Export Running to, and how should
it Evolve in Defence Industry?”, 
organized by the Defence and Aviation 
Industry Exporters’ Association (SSI) in
Sapanca on December 11–12, 2013. This
was broken down into 10 billion dollars
for the civil aviation sector, 5 billion 

dollars for Maintenance, Repair and
Overhaul (MRO) activities in the civil 
aviation sector, 5 billion dollars for 
the security sector and 5 billion dollars
for defence industries. These days, this
figure of 25 billion dollars is often 
mentioned at sectoral events as “defence
exports”. Has there been a change of 
objective related to this issue? 
Could you please clarify this?
Prof. Dr. İsmail DEMİR: If it is perceived
in this way, we will be in a difficult situa-
tion! The items being exported by our de-
fence industries should be analysed very
carefully. To what extent can we market
and sell our indigenous products and
what is the offset share? Of course it’s
nice to be ambitious. If we were to be-
come successful in platform and sub-
system projects and started to export
our products, the situation would be dif-
ferent. On the other hand, while selling
our products, we shouldn’t ignore the
fact that the people who sold products to
our customers previously will be reluc-
tant to leave any opportunity behind, and
these are the political dimensions of the
issue.

MSI Defence Review: Speaking of 
exports, we have seen Turkish 
companies competing not only with 
foreign companies, but also with each
other in certain foreign tenders, 
which may be to the detriment of our
companies. On the other hand, we have
seen countries like France entering 
tenders with an umbrella organization,
even if they have multiple companies 
in the same field. In your opinion, 
what sort of a roadmap should be 
followed by Turkey in this issue?

INTERVIEW

During Eurosatory 2014, Undersecretary for Defence Industries Prof. Dr. İsmail Demir hold meetings with French Defence Minister Jean-Yves Le Drian (left) and Laurent Collet-Billon, Head of DGA (right).
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Prof. Dr. İsmail DEMİR: Competition is
good. I’m not sure there are many com-
petitions like the ones you mentioned. In
general terms, the strongest should take
the job rather than hindering competition.
In the course of establishing the ecosys-
tem that I mentioned, we would like to see
more than one company in one field. We
don’t want to try to act like a referee
abroad, but we would not want to see our
companies harm each other, either.
There is a point of balance that is estab-
lished within the commercial conditions.
Harmful competition may occur, but it’s
not permanent. Once a competitive price
emerges, one company withdraws. We
cannot interfere too much in this area.

SSM’s Shareholdings 
could be Considered from a
New Perspective
MSI Defence Review: In the Turkish 
defence and aerospace sector, great 
distance has been covered in recent
years in terms of cooperation between
the industry and universities and 
research institutions. Considering this
issue from an academic perspective,
what should be done in this field in the
upcoming period?
Prof. Dr. İsmail DEMİR: I’m still seeing
many deficiencies in this field, and im-
portant steps should be taken in this re-
gard and from the view point of guidance
such things, just like the shift of gears,
are necessary. The academia should de-
velop a mentality that seeks to go beyond
just buying a laboratory or a computer in
the course of the implementation of a
project. An academician should be
knowledgeable about the sector, just as
the sector should be informed about uni-
versities and the academia. The two
could discuss and define an issue to-
gether, and if this can be accomplished,
a synergy will be established. At this
point, a catalyst is necessary, and I think
our most significant shortfall is the lack
of such a catalyst. In my opinion, the SSM
can play a significant role here. We know
what the product is and what we need
from research and development. It’s
possible to establish cooperation both in
specific issues and also technological is-
sues, which is why I attach so much im-
portance to the establishment on an
inventory database.

MSI Defence Review: What do you think
about the point reached by the SSM 
with regard to institutionalization? 

Are there any additional steps 
to be taken by the SSM in terms of 
institutionalization in the upcoming 
period? If any, could you give us 
information on the issue?
Prof. Dr. İsmail DEMİR: The SSM is a
public institution with a special status.
We have shares in companies, we give
jobs to these companies, and we become
a shareholder to other companies
through them as well. In this way, a net-
work is established, and this network
should be evaluated in terms of costs,
but also questioned in terms of the pro-
duced relations. Such a network may
create occasional difficulties for us in
terms of making correct and objective
decisions in accordance with our per-
formance criteria. Furthermore, as part
of our project implementation strategy,
we always need to make sure that our
available staff are knowledgeable about
the project, the market, the industry and
the essence of the task.

MSI Defence Review: During the ATC
meeting, you mentioned the appointment
of an ombudsman. Could you give us
some details about the issue?
Prof. Dr. İsmail DEMİR: Such issues as
the International Traffic in Arms Regula-
tions (ITAR) that came to the agenda as
part of the Turkish-American defence co-
operation work are processed along with
other files at a government office in the
United States. In other words, it’s consid-
ered ordinary work. We request that such
issues as ITAR be evaluated in the United
States by somebody who knows Turkey,

who can approach the issue based on the
Turkish conditions, and somebody who
understands its historical relations and
political conjuncture. This would be more
useful rather than another situation in
which decisions related to Turkey are
made by an uninformed official. In the
current situation, both sides lose and
there is an unnecessary waste of energy.
It should be understood that we are not
requesting any “special treatment”, but
ask only for “conscious treatment in a
positive direction” for Turkey.

MSI Defence Review: Mr. Undersecretary,
is there any other issue that you would
like to mention?
Prof. Dr. İsmail DEMİR: I would like to
say something about the use of the word
“national”. We shouldn’t use this word to
refer to a product that isn’t truly national,
and this means that these days we can
use the word “national” only rarely. Criti-
cal technologies are important, and you
can use a foreign product, but you can also
produce that product if required. If we are
not manufacturing every product that we
need, from A to Z, it should be because we
don’t want to produce that product due to
economic reasons, not because we cannot
do it. That said, what we cannot produce
should also be within our spectrum of
skills so that we are able to produce it at
the most critical times, as required.

On behalf of our readers, we would like
to thank Undersecretary of Defence 
Industries Prof. Dr. İsmail Demir for 
taking the time to answer our questions.

INTERVIEW
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We, as Turkey, have been succeeding greatly in the defence and aerospace
industry in recent years. Turkish defence companies are developing pro-
jects one after another, manufacturing products that compete with the

world and assuming prominent roles in international projects with their experien-
ces and quality. Our companies bringing global solutions to many countries' local
requirements are conducting studies in critical areas of the defence and aerospace
sector in a wide range of arenas composed of indigenous designs, domestic pro-
duction, modernization and modification, R&D and international projects with highly
qualified labour force and advanced technology infrastructure.

The Turkish defence and aerospace industry products are now taking place in the inventories of many countries, especially
in the Turkish Armed Forces, whose reference is highly accepted. Turkish products having competitive features in terms of
technology, price and quality such as aircraft and helicopter components, aircraft engines, armoured land vehicles, vessels
and motor boats, missiles, rockets, launching platforms, light arms and ammunition, electronic systems such as radios,
command control systems, simulators, sensors and application software and logistic support products such as field hospi-
tals, military clothing and uniforms, engineering and technology transfer  are now preferred worldwide…  
The Turkish companies that play critical roles in huge international projects such as A400M and F-35 and generate defence
industry solutions with their indigenous products and systems are taking place in the world’s largest companies’ list. 
The variety of products and services of the Turkish defence and aerospace industry increasing due to R&D and high techno-
logy investments also enhances the export performance. The export figure in 2008 was 600 million USD, whereas in 2013 it
reached 1.4 billion USD. In the first eight months of 2014, the defence and aerospace sector is the one which has increased
its exports most in Turkey. The defence and aerospace sector, amongst all other sectors in Turkey, has become the one
that has increased its export figures most in January-August period in 2014 with 21% rate of increase compared to the same
period of 2013.
The number of countries preferring products developed and produced by Turkish defence and aerospace industry is increa-
sing day by day. The United States, European Union, Asia, Far East and Commonwealth of Independent States take place
amongst the sector’s export route. This interest in Turkish products will grow more soon with the products we offer to world
market and our future products. Converting this interest in our country into an opportunity and cooperation is of great im-
portance for our sector.
Our goal as Defence and Aerospace Industry Exporters' Association (SSI) is gathering all Turkish defence and aerospace in-
dustry exporters under a single roof is to make Turkey one of the global suppliers of the sector. Our Association, acting as
a bridge between potential markets and the sector, is exerting its efforts to increase the export of the sector. We attach a
great importance to promotion in order to reach this goal. Our Sectorial Promotion Group, Turkish Defence Alliance (TDA)
that we established for the worldwide effective promotion of Turkish defence sector bears a major role in the promotion of
Turkish defence sector. TDA conducts activities promoting Turkish defence sector in every platform worldwide through par-
ticipation in fairs, procurement committee organizations, roadshows and global commercial campaigns.
In this sense, we consider Ankara Industrial Cooperation Days in Defence and Aerospace (ICDDA) a very important event
and support it. As an Association and member of the sector, we believe that we will benefit greatly from this event that paves
the way to the establishment of new business networks and opportunities.
ICDDA gathering the major and prominent actors of defence and aerospace industry is the proper address that will bring
new business opportunities for the suppliers, buyers, technical personnel, executives and sector's all components in gene-
ral.
We, as SSI, have confidence in the future of Turkish defence and aerospace sector with high potential, qualified labour force
and capabilities. We will become one of the most preferred countries with the products and projects we are developing each
and every day. With organizations such as ICDDA, we find the opportunity to demonstrate the power we have and share our
potential while reaching new occasions for cooperation. 

Latif Aral Aliş
Chairman of the Board of Directors, SSI
Chairman of the Board of Directors, TDA

ICDDA: 
Great Opportunity 
for Defence 
Industry
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Defence and Aerospace 
Exporters’ Association

(SSI) shared with press 
members the current 
developments with regard to
the export performance of 
defence and aerospace sector
and the sector’s goals in a
press conference organized at
Çırağan Palace in Istanbul on August 29. Undersecretary 
for Defence Industries Prof. Dr. İsmail Demir attended the press
conference hosted by SSI Chairman of the Board of Directors
Latif Aral Aliş as well. During the meeting, Latif Aral Aliş gave 
information about the sector’s exports and goals in his opening
remarks and Prof. Dr. İsmail Demir replied to press 
members’ questions along with Latif Aral Aliş.

As part of his speech, Aliş said
that the mistakes were 
irreparable and that they 
represented Turkey’s future on
land, air, sea and space as a
strategic sector, which is the
guarantee of country’ safety
and a driving force of 
sustainable technological 
advancements to become the
locomotive of economic growth.
Underscoring that the sector’s
achievements have been gained 
in a synchronized way with an
effective work conducted by the

Turkish Armed Forces (TSK), Ministry of Economy, Ministry of
National Defence and Undersecretariat for Defence Industries
(SSM), Aliş said that the sector was currently capable of 
exporting one third of its production.
Touching upon the sector’s expectations from the state, 
Aliş stated that a credit memorandum was signed between 
the SSM and Turkish Eximbank, the growing export performance
of the sector required additional credit possibilities; sales 
mechanisms from the state to the state was required and the 
fact that domestic products were further preferred by the 
TSK and General Directorate of Security would become a 
great reference in terms of export.
Concluding his speech, Aliş said the following: “We are a national
team consisting of nearly 300 players and our Undersecretary for
Defence Industries Prof. Dr. İsmail Demir is the technical director
of our national team. Our Undersecretary who has made great
contributions to turn the Turkish Airlines into a world brand will
greatly contribute to the defence industry and become the driving
force that will turn our sector into a world brand.”
Afterwards, a briefing note which has been prepared by the SSI
entitled “A Briefing Note on Export Data for January-July 2014”

was read. The data on this briefing note was listed as 
follows:
n SSI has been maintaining its activities with nearly 300 member

companies.
n SSI-member companies’ exports amounted to $1.2 billion 

in 2012 with an increase by 43% compared to previous 
year and reached $1.4 billion in 2013 with an increase by 10%.

n The sector’s export totalled $781 million in the first seven
months of last year and $952 million in the same period of this
year. Considering the first seven months, the sector achieved
an increase by 22% and also became the sector to have 
increased its export in the fastest way in Turkey. The rate of 
increase in Turkey’s export was 5.7% in general in this period.

n The SSI aims to ensure that the sector’s export reaches 
$2 billion this year.

In this process, the SSI conducted its promotional activities with
the Turkish Defence Alliance (TDA) which was established last
year and also organized national participations to exhibitions 
abroad along with the SSM. In the upcoming period, the SSI will:
n Organize training in marketing, communication and promotion

fields in order to boost synergy in terms of marketing and 
promotion in the sector,

n Organize visits to be paid by mutual purchase delegations 
to ensure that the sector establishes business connections,

n Carry out work to develop market-oriented export strategies
based on the needs analyses of target countries,

n Conduct joint work to remove obstacles of complicated 
legislation and slow bureaucracy on the sector,

n Carry out work to create research and development 
investments, qualified human resources and increase 
cooperation between the industry and university, as well 
the SMEs’ contributions to exports.
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Radical Measures and
Changes are Required
During the meeting, 
Undersecretary for Defence 
Industries Prof. Dr. İsmail
Demir also made a speech and
shared his opinions with press
members. Recalling that the
sustainability could be realized
with exports, Prof. Dr. Demir
stressed importance of the
work conducted by the SSI. 
Stating that the goals for the
year 2023 are not likely to be
achieved with the current 

increase rate of exports, Prof. Dr. Demir said that the 
increase rate should be realized with further acceleration 
and obviously radical changes and measures were required 
towards that end. Prof. Dr. Demir listed these changes and 
measures as follows:
n Taking an inventory of industry, human resources and 

competence in Turkey,
n Following the process of taking such an inventory, ensuring

coordination of the government agencies and related units 
and developing the policies with such coordination, and

n Keeping the technological contribution and offset issues on 
the agenda in terms of procurements in public and various
sectors and also ensuring that the sector develops 

the required technological perfection in order to take place 
in such activities.

At this point, Prof. Dr. Demir stressed the phenomenon about 
return of industrial activities, saying that results could not be 
yielded in a linear fashion from investments in the sector and 
that an exponential growth was foreseen after passing certain
thresholds. He said that an increase in the recognition of Turkey,
which is a new player in the international arena, as well as an 
improvement in the confidence in Turkey and depth of Turkish
products would require a certain process and that the efforts
should be intensified to make sales and become a brand.
Touching upon the technology issue, Prof. Dr. Demir said that as
the products get more complicated, the competence regarding
technology of such products gain importance and that the 
problems occur in export in case of insufficient competence.
Furthermore, Prof. Dr. Demir said that if mobilization and 
development were not available in the structure of wholesale 
industry, it would be wrong to expect defence industries 
to be considerably ahead of them.
Stating that the officials and companies from worldwide leading
countries currently sit at the table not to sell products to Turkey
but to develop joint business and create synergy with Turkey,
Prof. Dr. Demir said that this situation showed that they were 
capable of putting something on the table.
A Halt in the Work in FX/TX is out of the Question
Afterwards, the process of replying to press members’ questions
was initiated. Prof. Dr. Demir said upon a question that his 
presence in the press conference was an indication of the state’s



support for the sector and export. In response to a question 
asked by the MSI Defence Review on the latest situation 
regarding the Jet Trainer and Fighter Aircraft Conceptual 
Design Project (FX/TX), Prof. Dr. Demir said that they have 
completed the conceptual design state of the project and that 
the next stage should be very well analyzed and such analysis
was currently conducted. Underscoring that the steps should be
taken one by one as part of the FX/TX, a very ambitious project,

Prof. Dr. Demir said that various sub-products were developed
with efforts such as the Indigenous Mission Computer 
Development Project (ÖZGÜR) and that such items would be 
integrated afterwards. Prof. Dr. Demir also said that the work 
as part of the project was not halted, but maintained particularly
with auxiliary steps focusing on technological advancements, 
and that their goals about the project remained on a 
higher level.

DEFENCE NEWS
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Besides the ADEX exhibition organized in Azerbaijan, 
ASELSAN attended to two exhibitions in Poland and 

Republic of South Africa and achieved key developments.
Turkish defence and aerospace industry attended the 22nd
MSPO exhibition this year with nine companies under the 
auspices of the Undersecretary for Defence Industries (SSM)
in the Polish city of Kielce. Approximately 500 firms and 
organizations from 27 countries opened a stand at the 
exhibition which was held on September 1-4; 39 official 
delegations and more than 15,000 people visited the 
exhibition.  Attracting the attention of press, the exhibition was
followed by over 400 accredited press members. Each year
one country participates in the exhibition as the “Leader 
Participant” since 2004, and Turkey was involved in it with
such a position last year. This year, France was the Leader
Participant. Besides the exhibition, approximately 40 meetings
were held in the form of seminar and congress.
Enjoying the exhibition fully in Poland, ASELSAN drew a high
profile and took new steps in the projects that it has been 
following in a way to encompass technology transfer and joint
development, as well as production. The firm signed two 
memorandums of understanding during the exhibition. 
The first one was with the Polish weapon producer 
ZM Tarnow. The agreement was signed by ASELSAN 
Chairman of the Board of Directors Dr. Hasan Canpolat and
ZM Tarnow Chairman of the Board of Directors Krzysztof 
Jagiello and witnessed by Undersecretary of Defence 
Industries Prof. Dr. İsmail Demir and PCO Chairman of the
Board of Directors Ryszard Kardasz. ZM Tarnow carries out
production both on NATO and Russian standards. The two
firms expressed their intention to make cooperation aimed at
exploring the production, development and marketing 
opportunities at points where ASELSAN’s stabilization, 
servo motor, electro-optic, target tracking and fire control 
capabilities are supplementary. As an indication of the 
agreement, a 12.7 mm anti material sharpshooter weapon
produced by the ZM Tarnow was displayed at the exhibition
with an integrated Piton thermal weapon sight of ASELSAN. 
ASELSAN put the other signature with WCBKT, which 
furnishes services as the military design and technology 

centre in Poland. Following the negotiations on cooperation
conducted with this company with regard to land vehicle 
simulators and cryptology, ASELSAN Chairman of the Board of
Directors Dr. Hasan Canpolat and WCBKT Chairman of the
Board of Directors Artur Kolosowski signed a memorandum 
of understanding. As part of the cooperation, two companies
will evaluate the possibilities with regard to developing 
new business fields in Turkey, Poland and markets of the 
third countries. 
Besides its products and capabilities, ASELSAN created an 
impact with its stand as well. ASELSAN’s stand was deemed
worthy of the Best Stand Design Award with the votes that it
has won from MSPO participants.
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ASELSAN Returns from
Poland and Republic of
South Africa with its
Hands Full
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ASELSAN was the Host in the Republic of
South Africa 
ASELSAN also attended the AAD 2014 exhibition which was 
organized in the Republic of South Africa on September 17-19.
ASELSAN participated in the exhibition with its products exhibited
both indoors and outdoors at the Waterkloof Air Base in the city
of Pretoria with its position as a domestic company thanks to its
ASELSAN South Africa (ASA) branch which was established in
the Republic of South Africa in October 2011. A great many 
products ranging from unmanned aerial vehicles, avionic 
thermal imaging and sighting systems to night vision goggles
and thermal weapon sights were presented to participants on
ASELSAN’s stands. Within the scope of the exhibition, ASELSAN
also signed a cooperation agreement with the Paramount 
Advanced Technologies (PAT), one of the largest defence 
companies of the Republic of South Africa. ASELSAN Chairman
of the Board of Directors Dr. Hasan Canpolat and Paramount
Group Chairman of the Board of Directors Ivor İchikowitz 
witnessed the ceremony, in which the signatures were put by
PAT CEO Lieutenant General (Ret.) Carlo Gagiano and ASELSAN
Deputy Director General Özcan Kahramangil. In line with the
memorandum of understanding which was signed, it was agreed
to act jointly in domestic and international markets. The companies
will evaluate the business opportunities in the global defence
market for their technologies and capabilities. The PAT is 
working in such fields as avionic systems, weapon system 
integration and modernization, communication systems and
command and control, where ASELSAN also operates. 
Deputy Minister of National Defence Hasan Kemal Yardımcı also
visited the ASA at the exhibition. During his visit, Yardımcı touched
upon the importance they attach to ASA and promised to give 
support for all sorts of issues. “A great beginning was made. You
have critical technologies. The company has a promising future to
carry out greater work,” said Yardımcı. Turkish Ambassador 
to Pretoria Kaan Esener also accompanied him during his visit.



Turkish Air Force (TurAF),
which is the second user

of the A400M transport 
aircraft following France, 
has been fulfilling the tasks
aimed at unleashing the 
potential of the aircraft. 
A statement issued by TurAF
on its website on September
19 indicated that the A400M
aircraft safely transferred
two UH-1H helicopters from
the 7th Main Jet Base 
Command to the 3rd Main 
Jet Base Command on 
August 28. This task has 
become the first aerial 
helicopter transfer carried
out by TurAF with its own
means. It was also the first
time an A400M carried two
utility helicopters at the 
same time.
TurAF has been utilizing the
means of the friendly and 
allied countries for aerial 
helicopter transfer purposes
before the A400M was taken
in inventory. For example, 

the C-17 transport aircrafts
of the United States Air Force
has been used in order to
transfer the BLACK HAWK
helicopters commissioned 
in Afghanistan.
As for the Airbus Defence and
Space, the work on A400M
has been going on without
slowing down. The first
A400M aircraft to be 
delivered to England carried
out its first flight on August
30. This development was 
announced by the firm on
September 1. The first flight
of the aircraft numbered

MSN15 lasted for five hours
and five minutes. The aircraft
is planned to be available for
delivery in the late September.

Furthermore, the work is 
underway with regard to the
first aircraft of Malaysia, 
the only country to take 
delivery of the A400M except
for the consortium countries.
According to information 
provided by the firm on 
September 23, the main 
components of the aircraft
were combined. It is foreseen
that Malaysia will take delivery
of its first aircraft in the first
quarter of 2015.

Turkish 
Air Force 
Unleashes
the Potential 
of A400M
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There are Two HÜRKUŞ Aircrafts in the Sky

The second prototype of HÜRKUŞ, the New Generation Basic Training Aircraft designed and
produced by TAI, performed its first flight on September 10. The aircraft with tail number

TC-VCI flew up to an altitude of 8,500 ft and reached a speed of 140 knots in this flight. The
flight which started at 07.47 was completed successfully at 08.03. A statement made by TAI
concerning the issue indicated that the flight test activities regarding the second aircraft will
also continue as part of the project along with the first prototype. The TC-VCI, the third aircraft
which has been produced as part of the project, left the hangar on July 4, after the assembly
activities were completed on May 14. The second aircraft which has been produced as part of
the project is used as the static test aircraft for structural tests.





DEFENCE NEWS

FNSS Savunma Sistemleri
A.S. (FNSS Defence

Systems Inc.), the armoured
combat vehicle manufacturer
of Turkey, is organizing the 
second FNSS MILDESIGN 
International Military Land 
Vehicles Design Competition.
The purpose of the competition
is to assist in raising designers
for the defence industry, 
introducing young designers 
to professional circles and to
support the activities in the 
development of indigenous
products in Turkey. 
The competition, which is 
organized in two categories
namely the "Professional 
Category" and the “Student

Category” is taking part
among the reputable design
competitions in Turkey and in
the World with its scope, 
criteria and awards selection
committee. 45 professionals
and 20 students had participated
with total 65 projects in the 
nationally held FNSS 
MILDESIGN 2011 competition.
Due to the deep interest
shown to FNSS MILDESIGN
International Land Vehicles
Design Competition, 
it is planned to continue 

organizing it biennially.
It is considered that FNSS
MILDESIGN 2015, the subject
of which is specified as 
conceptual design of a 
manned and remote controlled
modular military land vehicles
with ballistic protection, is an
important step in terms of 
making use of professional
designers potential.
With the aim of realizing 
another successful 
organization the competition’s 
selection committee, 

advisory committee and 
organization committee 
consist of members who are
experts in their field and 
who come from different 
disciplines in the area of 
design. FNSS wishes 
success to all competitors in
FNSS MILDESIGN 2015 
International Land Vehicles
Design Competition.
Contact:
mildesign2015@fnss.com.tr
For Information:
www.fnssmildesign.com

FNSS 
MILDESIGN
Continues
From Where
It Left

©
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AHTO-985 design of Bülent Özkurt, Professional Category winner of FNSS MILDESIGN 2011.
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The Top 100 list consisting of the world’s top 100 defence
industry companies which is compiled by the U.S. weekly

Defense News was published on August 6 issue of the 
magazine, excluding those operating in China which fail to
offer healthy financial data. The list consisted of two Turkish
companies as it happened in the last two years. ASELSAN
which ranked the 74th last year is currently on the 67th rank.
Based on the figures compiled for the list, ASELSAN’s 
defence revenue increased by 16.1% to climb to $1,001.4
million in 2013. As a result, ASELSAN became the first 
company to have succeeded in earning the revenue of 
$1 billion in the Turkish defence and aviation industry. 
In 2013, ASELSAN earned 97.1% of its revenue totalling
$1,030.8 million from its defence industry activities.
TUSAŞ which ranked the 85th last year climbed five steps
further to be in the 80th rank. The company has raised its
defence revenue to $788.4 million with an increase by 
13.7%. The defence activities of TUSAŞ have a share of 
86.4% in its revenue. Total revenue of TUSAŞ amounted to
$912.7 million.
Defense News weekly also covered detailed analyses about
the list as has done in previous years. According to an 
analysis regarding research and development, ASELSAN
has succeeded in being placed in top 10 to become the 
8th one in the list of companies which allocate the highest
amount of share from their revenues to research and 
development. The terminology used in the U.S. divides 
research and development activities into two groups: 
internal research and development (IRAD) and external 
research and development. Data covered by the analysis
shows the expenditures on IRAD. According to data 
published by the Defense News weekly, ASELSAN’s 
expenditures on IRAD amounted to approximately 
$55 million in 2013. But let us indicate that this amount 
is contradictory to data which has been published by 
ASELSAN in its annual report for the year 2013. 
According to its annual report, ASELSAN has spent a 
total of $383 million on research and development 
in 2013, utilized $76 million of this amount from its own 
resources and financed $307 million from external 
resources.

The Climb of ASELSAN 
and TUSAŞ Through 
Top 100 List Continues

Company Ranking in the Country Share Allocated 
Top 100 List from Revenue (%)

Dassault 50 France 10.49
FLIR 90 USA 9.87
Elbit 30 Israel 7.54
SRC Not Listed USA 7.26
Indra 87 Spain 6.69
Rockwell Collins 42 USA 6.4
Saab 29 Sweden 5.61
ASELSAN 67 Turkey 5.35
Moog 73 USA 5.17
Harris 40 USA 4.97

Top 10 Companies that Allocate Highest Share to 
R&D from their Revenues
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Calibre : 9x19 mm
Action : Double movement 
Firing : Semiautomatic 
Capacity : 15+1
Barrel Length : 116 mm
Total Length : 204 mm
Total Height : 140 mm
Total Width : 35 mm
Spend Magazine Weight : 1000 g (±10 g)
Trigger Force : 4.5 kg (±1.5 kg) 
Material : Alloyed and stainless

steel body, cap and barrel
Safety : Safety catch, pin safety
Barrel Grooves : 6-RH
Aiming Arrangement : Three points 

Technical Specifications of Kılınç 2000 
Mega Semiautomatic Pistols

The agreement for TSK (Turkish Armed 
Forces) Gun Direct Procurement Project,

which has been conducted in order to meet
TSK’s 9 mm metal body gun needs was signed
between the Undersecretariat for Defence Industries
(SSM) and Sarsılmaz Fire Arms Industry in a 
ceremony held at the SSM on August 26. As part
of the agreement signed by Undersecretary for
Defence Industries Prof. Dr. İsmail Demir and
Sarsılmaz Chairman of Board of Directors Latif
Aral Aliş, Kılınç 2000 Mega model pistols will be
procured. Sarsılmaz has won another tender 
launched by the Turkish National Police again
with the Kılınç 2000 Mega model in recent years. 

The Legend of Kılınç 
2000 Mega Continues

TAI Flight Test Engineering
Team won the James S.

McDonnell Award for 
Outstanding Team 
Achievement in the Field of
Flight Test Engineering, which
has been annually granted by
the US-based Society of Flight
Test Engineers (SFTE) since 2006.
The award was presented to
team leader Serdar Çora by
Michael Bartlett, president of
the STFE, in a ceremony 
organized in the National 
Museum of the US Air Force in
Dayton, Ohio on August 20.
The award, named after James
Smith McDonnell, who is one 
of the most famous American
aviators known for the 
importance he attaches 
to the team work and also 
the founder of McDonnell 
Aircraft Corporation, is granted
to teams for their superior 
contributions and perfection in
flight test engineering. 
The team to be awarded is 
determined in accordance with

a supreme board evaluation
about the applications. 
The award has been presented
to prominent organizations and
institutions such as the 
US Air Force, US Navy, DARPA,
Boeing, Northrop Grumman
and Pratt&Whittney in previous
years. TAI has become the first
company outside the US to
have been deemed worthy of
this award. While the award
has been previously presented
to the test teams established
by private and public 
institutions for a certain 
project, TAI became the one

and only example to have 
received this award alone as
well. TAI Test Engineering
Team has conducted all of the
planning, execution, telemetry,
data evaluation and reporting
activities for TAI’s indigenous
product development projects
such as ANKA, ATAK and 
HÜRKUŞ, as well as platform
modernization work like T-38,
S-70 and C-130 along with test
pilots from TAI and the Turkish
Armed Forces. The team is
composed of 18 persons.
In August, news of delivery also
was received from TAI. TAI
produced trailing edges of the
new generation of Bombardier
CSeries passenger aircraft as
the sole source and delivered
the first fixed trailing edge that
it has manufactured for its 
version of CS100 in a ceremony
organized in TAI facilities in 
29 August. The parts produced
by TAI will be integrated onto
the wings in Bombardier 

facilities located in the 
Northern Irish city of Belfast.
Afterwards, the wings 
manufactured in Belfast are
delivered to the final assembly
line in Montreal, Canada. 
Once the serial production 
is initiated, TAI will ship 10 
trailing edges a month to 
Belfast.
The delivery ceremony was 
attended by senior officials 
including General Director 
Michael Ryan and General 
Manager of Supply Chain 
Stephen Cowan of Bombardier
Aerospace Belfast, TAI General
Manager Muharrem Dörtkaşlı,
Head of Common Services
Group Bekir Ata Yılmaz and
Head of Structural Group Naki
Polat. A statement made by 
TAI concerning the issue 
highlighted that they are 
supported by a great many
Turkish companies as the 
sub industry within the scope
of the project.

TAI Flight Test Engineering Team Granted Award in the US
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MSI Defence Review: In your opinion,
what should be the figures regarding 
various performance criteria such as
profitability, share of the sub-industry 
in the turnover, share of the export in the
turnover, average per capita turnover,
and average per capita profit in a healthy
and sustainable defence and aviation 
industry?
Bilal AKTAŞ: As is known, our Under-
secretariat created Strategic Plans and
Sectoral Strategy Documents for the ac-
tivities it will undertake. It adopted the
principle of "technological superiority"
for the term 2012-2016, and focused its
objectives on sustainable industry and
technological competence.
Considering the rapid development of
technology and increasing expectations
regarding the military systems and plat-
forms, a powerful defence industry is
possible only through continuous self-
development and coordination of the
actors within the sector. Our Undersec-
retariat aims to protect the healthy and
sustainable structure of the defence and
aerospace industry, and in this regard, it
collects industrial data from the compa-
nies on an annual basis through the In-
dustrialization Portal and performs

detailed analyses. The results of these
analyses are then compared with both
the data from similar industries in
Turkey and the data from defence and
aerospace industry in the world.
In this context, when we examined the
“LLP Global Aerospace & Defense In-
dustry Financial Performance Study” re-
port of Deloitte which was published last
year in June, it was understood that data
from international companies regarding
turnover increase, per capita activity
profitability and change as well as the in-
crease in the number of employees are
followed.
When we analyzed the ratios of activity
profitability of the first 20 companies in
the world to their turnovers, it was found
to be ranging between 8% and 12%. This
figure is about 15% for Turkey. As for the
average per capita profitability, it was
found to be ranging between 50.000 and
130.000 USD in parallel with the data
from other countries.
Turnover share of the sub-industry is
one of the significant indicators followed
by our Undersecretariat. In this regard,
technical and organizational depth of in-
dustry is perhaps the first of the most
important issues in terms of sustainabil-

INTERVIEW

In addition to the proceeding
projects it has launched,
one of the main duties of
the Undersecretariat for
Defence Industries (SSM) 
is to enable the healthy 
development of the 
defence industry. This 
fundamental duty is 
undertaken by the 
Department of 
Industrialization. We 
carried out an interview
with the Bilal Aktaş, 
Head of Industrialization
Department on the current
developments in the 
sector, main performance
indicators, offset-related
developments, his projections
about the future, and the
Ankara Industrial Cooperation
Days in Defence and 
Aviation (ICDDA) event.
Ümit BAYRAKTAR
ubayraktar@milscint.com
K. Burak CODUR
b.codur@milscint.com

Bilal Aktaş, Head of Industrialization Department, SSM: 

"A powerful defence industry is 
possible only through continuous
self-development and coordination
of the actors within the sector"
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ity. When we look at the structure of the
current defence industry, we see an
overall development; it seems that there
is an increasing interest from the sub-
industry and SMEs for the defence in-

dustry. We expect that turnover share of
the sub-industry will be at least 30%.
The nature of the defence and aerospace
industry creates a strategic vision and
significant opportunities for those who
are involved in this sector in the areas of
R&D and innovation, which are funda-
mental to sustainability. Defence and
aerospace industry has currently the
highest rate of product and technology
development expense among all sec-
tors. In the year 2012, a total of 772 mil-
lion dollars were spent on product and
technology development within the in-
dustry, and approximately 200 million
dollars were from own resources. This

figure represents 16% of total turnover.
In 2013, the amount of expense in this
context reached 927 million dollars,
which constitutes 18% of the turnover.
Accordingly, it is projected to reach a
sectorial turnover of 8 billion dollars 
and export volume of 2 billion dollars
until 2016.
In our sector, we have made a consider-
able progress in recent years and now
we have at least one company that can
be a prime contractor candidate for
nearly every single project of Turkish
Armed Forces (TSK). However, it is clear
that an industry that serves only for the
needs of TSK cannot be sustainable. As
SSM, we are trying to raise this aware-
ness in the companies. With respect to
the export, we are supporting the partic-
ipation of our companies in foreign fairs
other than the offset opportunities.
Here is the main message we're trying
to convey to the companies in the sector:
Considering that the needs of TSK could
increase or decrease over years, and
that a military system that has just en-
tered the inventory is expected to serve
for at least 20 years, the opportunities
where the capabilities that have been
developed within the scope of the de-
fence industry projects could also be
used for the civil sectors should be
grasped. I think that our defence indus-
try companies could easily work espe-
cially within the sectors of
transportation, health, information, and
energy where capabilities such as sen-
sor control, signal processing, and au-
tomation stand out. Another field of
activity that could present an opportunity
for the companies within our sector is
the supply of technology and equipment
used by the police, gendarmerie, cus-
toms enforcement, coastguard, and
homeland security sector.
I think that on this issue, a workshop or-
ganization on homeland security tech-
nologies and equipment provided from
abroad would be useful.
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MSI Defence Review: One of the main
discussions in the sector is “overhead”.
When we look at the general position of
the sector, do you think that overhead
amount or rate is at a satisfactory level?
If not, what should be done to correct 
this situation?

Bilal AKTAŞ: The monitoring
and control of domestic con-
tributions that are committed
in the projects within the
scope of Industrial Partici-
pation/Offset Agreements
are also carried out by our
Department. In this re-
gard, we are examining
the expenses of the
companies at these
projects in detail, under

the headings of engineering,
labour, materials, and overhead. I can
say that in competitive atmospheres, the
overhead is at reasonable levels. When
we identify that the overhead at the proj-
ect exceeds 10%, we discuss the related
factors with the contracting companies
and we compel them to enact measures
for decreasing this rate. In the following
term, we are planning to establish a sys-
tem that will allow for detailing all costs
at the very proposal stage and we are
evaluating the ways of monitoring this
system. We are also holding discussions
with companies with respect to the
structure of this system. Our main objec-
tive here is to enable our companies to
show the same sensibility in costing ac-
tivities as in the product quality. Enter-
prise resource planning (ERP) programs
that are currently used by our compa-
nies include the details that we would
like to see as SSM. In this regard, we
also started to present project-related
financial information in a certain format.

Number of the Companies
Using Our Portal Reached 472
MSI Defence Review: SSM Industrialization
Portal has an important place in creating
your "Capability Inventory and 
Potential Domestic Subcontractor List". 
Could you give us some information
about the latest status of this activity?
Bilal AKTAŞ: SSM Industrialization Por-
tal was established for the purpose of
creating "Capability Inventory and Po-
tential Domestic Subcontractor List" and
Sector Analysis Reports in 2012 and the
number of its users has now reached
472 companies. Follow-up of the data
entries by the companies and validation

activities are carried out under our De-
partment. While the tenderers for SSM
bids set up their industrialization plans
that they have to submit within the frame
of Industrial Participation/Offset agree-
ments, they prefer primarily those com-
panies that are registered at out portal
and they recommend unregistered com-
panies to register themselves to this
portal. Therefore, our portal is growing
every day and provides valuable detailed
information for both prime contractor
candidates and project managers at SSM
about sectorial inventory.
Our Undersecretary, Prof. Dr. İsmail
Demir, also attaches great importance
to capability inventory activities and we
aim at further focusing our attention on
these activities and enabling the alimen-
tation of our vision projects from a
broader industrial basis.

MSI Defence Review: Some of the prime
contractors in the sector create their
own "approved supplier" lists by auditing
their suppliers; and FNSS even organizes
a ceremony each year for the companies
that are entitled to become its approved
supplier. What do you think about the
approved supplier practice?

Bilal AKTAŞ: We see that one of the
most important elements of ensuring
sustainability in the defence and aero-
space industry is the close coordination
and collaboration with the global com-
panies within the sector, in particular
civil aviation sector. Therefore, sub-in-
dustry companies and SMEs that want
to be permanent in the sector first have
to achieve the expected quality stan-
dards.
Moreover, it is very critical for our sector
that all sub-industry companies desiring
to play an active role in the defence and
aerospace industry projects consider
the long-running nature of the projects
and understand the importance of sus-
tainability and patience on this course.
The companies desiring to work as ap-
proved suppliers with prime contractors
are subject to certain evaluations 
according to pre-determined classifica-
tions designated by the prime contrac-
tors. Following this evaluation process,
qualified companies become the ap-
proved suppliers of the prime contractor
in related fields. In this context, prime
contractor practices are supported by
our Undersecretariat and we are trying
to extend these practices.

INTERVIEW
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There is Also a Need for 
Clusters in the Fields of 
Ship Building and 
Homeland Security
MSI Defence Review: SSM follows closely
the clustering activities. Do you think that
clustering activities are at a sufficient
level considering Turkey as a whole, 
sector size, and potential work load?
What should be done?
Bilal AKTAŞ: Our Department of Indus-
trialization ensures coordination with
such bodies as SASAD (Defense and
Aerospace Industry Manufacturers As-
sociation), TOBB (The Union of Cham-
bers and Commodity Exchanges of
Turkey), and KOSGEB (Small and
Medium Enterprises Development Or-
ganization of Turkey) in activities regard-
ing domestic defence and aerospace
industry and plays significant roles in
clustering activities. I think that cluster-
ing approach is also an appropriate
model for the growth and development
of the defence and aerospace industry.
We are supporting clustering activities in
Ankara, Eskişehir, and İzmir within the
scope of creating sub-industry and clus-
tering mechanisms that are specialized
on the defence industry.
At this point, I would also like to mention
two clustering activities of which we feel
the absence. I believe that for a sustain-
able defence and aerospace industry, we
are in need of a clustering activity that
could be created in the ship building in-
dustry. I also think that a cluster is nec-
essary in the sector of homeland
security in order to ensure the provision
of materials and technologies that may
be needed by the security forces working
in this field.

MSI Defence Review: We see that 
OSSA (Ostim Defence and Aviation 
Cluster) and TSSK (Teknokent Defence
Industry Cluster) has also begun to 
appear at the international fairs. 
After a while, along with the routine 
participation of these organizations,
we will start questioning the outputs of
these activities. How should be the 
export strategies of clusters and SMEs?
Bilal AKTAŞ: When we look at the ex-
ports realized by the SMEs, we see
generally the following items: compos-
ite part production, precision process-
ing parts for aviation, electronic
jammer systems of various types,
wiring systems, assembly and test
labour, compressed pipe necks, cast-
ing work, test sets, electromechanical
and mechanical sub-systems, car-
tridge and explosives, ballistic armour,
and various software products. One of
the most important ways for SMEs to
increase their opportunity of export
other than offset agreements is the

product ownership. We need to enable
the production capabilities developed
by our companies to be transformed
into certified product ownership.
Therefore, I attach great importance to
international fairs to let our SMEs see
the current status of the sector and po-
sition themselves accordingly. How-
ever, I think that in terms of
sub-industry companies and SMEs,
face-to-face commerce transactions
that are called B2B are more impor-
tant organizations that could increase
their activities not only in Turkey but
also throughout the world.
The most significant point that will
spark an increase in the exports of
clusters and sub-industry companies
is the increase in the foreign sales of
prime contracting companies' prod-
ucts. If we look at the products we de-
velop in our country, we can see a
considerable success in the land sys-
tems; I strongly believe that we can
achieve a similar success in naval sys-
tems. When a warship is exported, you
can grasp an opportunity to export
nearly all of your defence industry
products and services. Domestically
designed and built products, using the
synergy and the capabilities of ship
building and defence sectors, are high
in demand in the international market.
However, when we observe the inter-
national actors in this field, we can see
that these companies are strong, insti-
tutional corporates and each country
has almost only one company that rep-
resents the sector. In order to give
timely reactions to foreign opportuni-
ties, I believe that several mergers
need to be carried out in this field in
order to ensure a powerful structure.
Moreover, in order to promote the in-

INTERVIEW



clusion of design and engineering ac-
tivities carried out by the SMEs within
the exports, the parts of an exported
product or service that are produced by
the SMEs are provided loans by multi-
plying them with one more than the 
coefficient at the Industrial Participa-
tion/Offset Coefficient Table of 2011 Di-
rective.
On the other hand, within the frame-
work of SSM's mission mentioned in
2012-2016 Strategic Plan, "to manage
industrialization, technology, and pro-
vision programs that will ensure con-
tinuous development of the defence
and security capabilities of our coun-
try", one of the primary policies of our
Undersecretariat is to promote and
support the increase of exports in the
defence and aerospace sector in order
to create a sustainable and competitive
defence and aerospace industry. In this
context, SSM and Eximbank have mu-
tually signed the "Defence Industry Ex-
port Support Credit" Cooperation
Protocol, as a point of departure for the
export credits needed by our compa-
nies.

MSI Defence Review: Could you give us
some information about the recent 
developments regarding the aviation 
and space clustering to be established
across the TAI facilities in Kazan district
of Ankara?
Bilal AKTAŞ: As a result of the activities

carried out by SSM and examination of
the examples around the world, it was
projected to create an organized indus-
trial zone where sub-industry and SMEs
that are active in the aviation and space
fields could carry out their activities to-
gether at a physically close distance. It
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was regarded appropriate to deploy this
clustering space near the facilities of
the prime contractor TAI with whom
sub-industry companies and SMEs are
working together as sub-contractors,
which will increase the cooperation be-
tween enterprises and their collabora-
tive work culture.
Ankara Kazan Specialized Organized In-
dustrial Zone of Aerospace will stimulate
the aerospace industry by means of new
capabilities to be developed and it will in-
crease the competitive capacity. There-
fore, prime contractors will find the
opportunity to share their knowledge
and experiences with the sub-industry
enterprises and SMEs. Stakeholders
that carry out activities with a comple-
mentary approach in the same sector
are of high importance for the sustain-
ability of the sectorial activities. On the
other hand, clustering will represent an
example of a participatory management
in a sense that will ensure the elimina-
tion of the problems within the sector.
The activities that were conducted for
meeting the regulatory requirements as
regards the establishment of Special Or-
ganized Industrial Zone were completed.
In September at the latest, we will estab-
lish the legal identity of Ankara Kazan
Specialized Organized Industrial Zone of
Aviation and Space by creating our Board
of Entrepreneurs and we will start re-
ceiving the requests of investors for as-
signment of space. We aim at
completing the infrastructure in 2015
and starting to reserve parcels for the
investors.

We Have Provided a 
Low-Interest and Long-Term
Credit Mechanism for the SMEs
MSI Defence Review: According to SSM,
what are the challenges experienced
by the SMEs in the defence and 
aerospace industry? What should 
be done for eliminating these difficulties
and what are your current activities 
on this issue?
Bilal AKTAŞ: One of the most impor-
tant issues to ensure sustainability in
the defence and aerospace industry is
to increase the number of domestic
products delivered to the TSK and to
ensure the lifelong logistics of these
products through domestic re-
sources. Another important issue is
the close cooperation with the global
companies within the defence and
aerospace industry. Therefore, sub-
industry companies and SMEs that
want to be permanent in the sector
first have to achieve certain quality
standards.
In this regard, while our prime contrac-
tors in the sector determine their sup-
porting industry companies, they apply a
challenging evaluation process for these
companies by taking into account many
issues such as:
n Possessing an institutional 

infrastructure/quality system,
n Possessing production and material

follow-up systems (MRP, ERP, etc.),
n Ensuring qualified personnel 

employment and their permanence, 
n Ensuring the continuity of 

certification,

n Having the capability of 
measurement, test, and certification,

n Holding a facility security 
certificate,

n Engaging in quality improvement 
activities within the scope of 
continuous improvement.

Therefore, it is very critical for our sec-
tor that all sub-industry companies de-
siring to play an active role in the
defence industry projects consider the
long-running nature of the projects
and understand the importance of sus-
tainability and patience on this course.
When we have a look at the financial
data of sub-industry companies and
SMEs, it seems that these enterprises
cannot realize the necessary invest-
ments as they cannot find long-term
loans. In order to eliminate this diffi-
culty, our Undersecretariat created a
low-interest and long-term loan
mechanism. The companies that are
employed at defence and aerospace
projects can apply for this loan.

MSI Defence Review: Among 
criticisms against offset practices 
in Turkish defence and aerospace 
industry are the inclusion of 
non-technological work packages 
to the offset scope and the 
evaluation of the projects that were 
previously undertaken by certain 
companies under competition 
conditions within offset scope later on. 
What are the successful aspects of the
offset practice and what could be 
improved on the issue?

INTERVIEW
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Bilal AKTAŞ: Offset practices could
show a great diversity from one country
to another or even from one project to
another project in the same country, ac-
cording to goals, needs, and strategies.
Offset is regarded as one of the most ef-
fective ways for countries to achieve
new capabilities and increase their ex-
port capacity. Through offset, our com-
panies can also open into international
markets as long as they provide prod-
ucts with required quality with compet-
itive prices. The companies that have no
previous export experience in the de-
fence and aerospace field could face a
real challenge in penetrating into for-
eign markets; in this regard, offset is a
significant key that opens this door for
our companies.
Within the scope of the offset practices
at the defence and aerospace industry
projects that are run by the SSM for
years, offset practices and processes
have been developed since 1991 Direc-
tive until today with 2000, 2001, and
2007 Directives. Most recently, a 70%
industrial participation/offset commit-
ment has been started to be requested
from the companies in the contracts to
be signed within the scope of defence
industry projects run by the SSM, along
with the Directive on Industrial Partici-
pation/Offset released in 2011. The pe-
riod when the offset was defined as "if I
buy that from you, you will buy these
from me" like a mere commercial

transaction of foreign exchange saving
is now left behind. Today, we promote
the further prominent performance of
the sub-industry and SMEs for the pur-
pose of giving a larger place for domes-
tic industry in the bids to be offered and
deepening the sector.
And the importance attached to SMEs
was increased along with the “Industrial
Participation/Offset Evaluation For-
mula" amended in 2011. In this context,
2011 Directive on Industrial Participa-
tion/Offset required that minimum 30%
of the Category A (Industrial Participa-
tion) Industrial Participation/Offset lia-
bility should be engaged as
Sub-Industry/SME Work Share and a
minimum 15% as SME share.
As the capabilities of our industry in-
crease, we will update our industrializa-
tion strategies depending on changing
technological and economic conditions.
As for the Directives, they are our prac-
tical guidance documents as the imple-
menting parties and stakeholders. In
this context, with the objective of in-
creasing the efficiency of the activities
realized within the scope of the Direc-
tives on Industrial Participation/Offset,
our Undersecretariat undertakes direc-
tive and agreement revision activities as
a contribution to the sustainability of the
sector.
Moreover, I would like to add that indus-
trialization and offset practices applied
by SSM are closely followed by the

countries attempting to develop their
defence and aerospace industry and
adapted to their own legislation. We
also tell during our presentations at in-
ternational conferences that offset
practices are not the single factor for
the development of Turkish defence and
aerospace industry and that they are
actually used as a catalyser, and our re-
marks draw considerable attention.

We Put Our Full Support 
Behind the ICDDA
MSI Defence Review: As the SSM, 
what are your expectations from the
ICDDA event?
Bilal AKTAŞ: We put our full support be-
hind the ICDDA, which will be organized
for the second time this year in Ankara,
as a repeat of last year. I am of the opin-
ion that this event will make great con-
tributions to improving the efficiency of
our developing defence and aerospace
industries through domestic and foreign
partnerships in both the national and in-
ternational markets. Furthermore, it will
facilitate our prime contractors in finding
new domestic and foreign suppliers,
while also enabling our sub-industrial
and SME firms to meet foreign suppliers
appropriate to their levels.
I consider this event to be an important
means of ensuring that supply chain
managers, purchasers, technical per-
sonnel, suppliers and contract adminis-
trators get to share their requests and

INTERVIEW

Staff of Industrialization Department, SSM



capabilities with the most appropriate
people at the most opportune time.
Looking back at last year’s event, it is
good to see that our prime contractors
found more competitive suppliers in
terms of the materials they import, while
our sub-industrial firms were able to win
tenders with firms from as far afield as
France, Germany, Italy, Belgium, Mo-
rocco, Czech Republic and Poland. I be-
lieve this success can be repeated, and
even exceeded, this year.

MSI Defence Review: What was the 
role of the SSM in the organization 
of the ICDDA?
Bilal AKTAŞ: Our Undersecretariat sup-
ports all sorts of activities aimed at in-
creasing the involvement of non-profit
clusters and associations in the sector.
Public support is vital to the success of
such international events. Our institution
did not contribute financially to the or-
ganization of this event, but supported
the work conducted by organizing com-
mittee by announcing the event to do-
mestic and foreign shareholders and
inviting speakers.

Ankara Kazan Specialized Organized Industrial Zone of Aerospace

Borders of the Organized Industrial Zone 
Creek
Parks
Space for Services (education facilities)
Space for Services (small scale production)
Space for Administrative Facilities
Space for Industrial Facilities
Transportation Network
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MSI Defence Review: How would you
compare ICDDA with similar events 
around the world?
Bilal AKTAŞ: The ICDDA is an effective
platform in its promotion of supply
chain-oriented cooperation and busi-
ness opportunities for both manufac-
turers and purchasers, thanks to its
pre-planned bilateral business meet-
ings. The ICDDA was attended by par-
ticipants from 23 countries last year,
and this will increase to 34 this year,
including representatives from the
United States, Europe, Asia, the Turkic
Republics, the Middle East and Russia.
Taking these factors into account, I be-
lieve that our sectoral organizational
power, as well as the value added at-
tained by the firms as a result of the
event, are increasing.

MSI Defence Review: Are you satisfied
with the interest being shown by foreign
companies at the event?
Bilal AKTAŞ: Yes, I am. All of the major
foreign players, as well as our leading
domestic industries and sub-contrac-
tors in the field of aerospace and de-
fence, are participating at the event. In
my opinion, the increase in the number
of participating companies from both
home and abroad when compared to
last year is a strong indicator of the
growing interest in our country. I have
taken part in a number of bilateral
meetings with offset contractor firms
since last year’s event and they often
stated that the event had been more

useful than expected. It is apparent
that the participants were very happy
with the opportunity to meet face-to-
face so many qualified firms, saving
them the trouble of trying to find them
by themselves. We have already seen
the fruits of last year’s event in the new
collaborations that were made last
year within the context of offsets.

MSI Defence Review: What are your 
expectations from this year’s event in
terms the number of participants and
meetings, as well as new business 
connections?
Bilal AKTAŞ: The first event, which was
organized in 2013, was attended by 270
companies representing the defence and
aerospace sectors of 23 countries. The
participant companies held a total of
4,000 business meetings over three days
with the companies in which they saw
potential for cooperation. Among the
participant companies were some of the
world’s largest defence and aviation
companies, such as Airbus, Boeing,
Diehl, Finmeccanica, AgustaWestland,
Thales, KADDB, Tawazun and Lockheed
Martin, as well as the main actors in the
domestic sector, such as ASELSAN,
HAVELSAN, ROKETSAN, TAI, FNSS, TEI
and MKEK. Approximately 1,000 people,
including 207 purchasers, participated in
the event, and by the end of the event,
many small-scale companies and SMEs
had been able to make connections for
potential exports.
The number of participant companies is

expected to exceed 250 in our 2nd ICDDA
event this year, and we expect nearly
4,300 bilateral business meetings to be
held.

MSI Defence Review: Considering the 
development of the Turkish defence and
aerospace sector, could you tell us your
anticipations about future of the ICDDA
event?
Bilal AKTAŞ: Our expectations from
such B2B organizations are short-
termed. An event that fails to meet ex-
pectations is not likely to be sustainable,
even if it is economical in terms of costs.
Considering the needs of the civil avia-
tion market, which grows on the back of
the success Turkey’s defence and aero-
space projects, I believe that the impor-
tance of the ICDDA, and its contributions
to both the civil and defence sectors, will
further increase in the coming years.

MSI Defence Review: Is there any other
point that you would like to add?
Bilal AKTAŞ: As SSM's Department of
Industrialization, we would like to ex-
press our pleasure for letting us share
our considerations about the sector by
means of you and I wish you great suc-
cess in your activities.

We would like to extend our sincere
thanks and gratitude to the Head 
of Industrialization Department 
Bilal Aktaş on behalf of our readers 
for taking his time and answering 
our questions.

INTERVIEW
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MSI Magazine: OSTİM has been a success
story for the small- and medium-sized
industry with the activities it has been
conducting since 1970s. First of all, 
could you please evaluate the progress
made until now?
Orhan AYDIN: When the process of fo-
undation was initiated for OSTIM in the
late 1960s, Ankara was a just a city of go-
vernment officials, where public institu-
tions were located. Within the concept of
industry, the most noteworthy activities
consisted of maintenance and repair ac-
tivities. Our founding Chairman of the
Board of Directors Cevat Dündar has
dreamed about industrialization for An-
kara and worked for the establishment
of OSTIM on an area of 3 million square
meters outside the city. In the late 1960s,
many people considered this as an un-
dertaking condemned to fail. Cevat Dün-
dar and his colleagues struggled for this
idea and established OSTIM by overco-
ming the difficulties; construction pro-
cess started in 1975 as a result of the
efforts of seven years. At that time,
ASELSAN’s establishment on an area
near OSTIM was a development inde-
pendent of OSTIM’s foundation, but in fa-
vour of OSTIM’s growth.
OSTIM has created the concept of in-

INTERVIEW

Turkey’s 
Industrialization
Model: 
OSTİM
OSTIM Organized Industrial Zone has improved to a great 
extent since it was founded in 1970s and today achieved a 
position in which its members apply for projects with high
added value. OSTIM has been contemplating on, experiencing
and learning the concepts of industrialization, and thus 
adopting and choosing the roads leading to better ones since
the day it was established. Orhan Aydın, who has been the
chairman of the board of directors since 1992, has played an
important role in the success achieved by. We met with OSTIM
Chairman of the Board of Directors Orhan Aydın at his office
and talked about OSTIM’s improvement, OSTIM Defence and
Aviation Clustering (OSSA), as well as Ankara Industrial 
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dustry in Ankara and settled the culture
of industry. Some of the companies ini-
tially established in OSTIM have drum-
med up their business here, and gone
out of OSTIM and maintained their acti-
vities. Accordingly, nearly all of the in-
dustrial firms in Ankara have a history of
OSTIM. Let me say that OSTIM has ser-
ved as an incubator and school aimed at
industrialization in Ankara and even Tur-
key. It wouldn’t be exaggerated to say
that it has transformed Ankara from a
city of government officials into a city of
industry.
If you take place in OSTIM as a small
company, you could get the same oppor-
tunities as in a big company. For exam-
ple, a company operating on an area of
1,000 square meters here is not required
to store its production inputs such as
bolts and sheet metal, because there are
hundreds of firms providing them in
OSTIM. Similarly, there is a considerably
comprehensive painting infrastructure.
It’s also capable of get support in such
issues as packaging and logistics. To
sum up, a firm is able to find almost all
kinds of solutions in OSTIM; and the only
thing the firm needs to do is to carry out
its own job in its main field of activity. But
if you prefer to be outside OSTIM, you will
need to be contented with an area of ba-
rely 10,000 square meters, buy somet-
hing in and achieve a great many
infrastructures. Nevertheless, your ve-
hicle will stop by OSTIM everyday to get
some solutions from companies in
OSTIM. Let me say that many big com-
panies, its groups or holdings in Turkey
have a procurement centre here, be-
cause we present solutions capable of
meeting all sorts of needs in OSTIM. As
one of the best examples of economic
concentration, OSTIM is very well-known
in Turkey.

Everybody with a 
CNC Machine Cannot Do 
Business in Defence and 
Aviation Industry 
MSI Magazine: Which contributions have
been made by the defence and aviation
sector in the development of OSTIM?
Orhan AYDIN: The prime contractors
such as ASELSAN, FNSS, HAVELSAN,
MKEK, ROKETSAN and TUSAŞ made
great contributions into the development
of OSTIM. These companies came to
OSTIM, when they were looking for ma-
nufacturers for themselves. Further-
more, the employees who have resigned

or retied from prime contractors also
established companies in OSTIM. As a
result, an ecosystem focusing on de-
fence and aviation was created in OSTIM.
The creation of such a system was neit-
her designed, nor planned; it happened
naturally.
Our activities in the field of defence and
aviation have been increasingly continu-
ing day by day. The majority of defence
and aviation companies in other cities
also need to be here as well. The firms
in other cities come here and join OSTIM.
In Turkey, particularly the defence and
aviation industry is a prestigious field
and many entrepreneurs are willing to
be a part of it. But there is a culture of
production and quality created by this
sector and some entrepreneurs ignore
such factors. This culture was not crea-
ted overnight. We do not find such app-
roaches approvable and applicable: 
“I also have a CNC machine and I want
to do business for the defence and avia-

tion sector.” Such a culture was not im-
mediately formed in OSTIM. The prime
contractors such as ASELSAN and
TUSAS taught us such issues as the qua-
lity and compliance with schedule.
At this point, we should mention the Un-
dersecretariat for Defence Industries
(SSM) as well. We’re always saying it: the
SSM is a leading institution in Turkey
which knows how to mastermind indus-
trialization and the increase in domestic
participation rate and designs the future.
The progress achieved in defence and
aviation sector in Turkey proves this.
When we see that a firm is doing busi-
ness for a prime contractor in OSTIM, we
know this is possible through the obliga-
tion to provide work share for the Small-
and Medium-Sized Enterprises (SMEs)
by 30% which is covered by the SSM’s
strategic plan. We are trying to explain

this model to other ministries as well.
Each ministry should have its own SSM
regarding its sector.

Our Future is 
in Engineering and Design 
MSI Magazine: In the beginning, 
the aim was to turn OSTIM into a 
production centre, and we see that
OSTIM has experienced a transformation
on its road to become a design and 
engineering centre. Could you please
give us your opinions about this 
transformation?
Orhan AYDIN: Actually we have been
considerably contemplating on design
and engineering issues recently. We al-
ways talk about the products with high
added value. It’s easy to talk about it, but
how can we achieve it? A change of pa-
radigm should occur. Our search is
based on this. We can do all sorts of ave-
rage business, but it only feeds us and
saves the day. Unless we develop pro-

ducts with high added value, we cannot
improve. And the engineering and design
are required for products with high
added value. Furthermore, the value of
the mentioned product gets higher in the
final product category. Considering
these issues, we opened a centre related
with design and engineering: OSTIM De-
sign and Engineering Centre, composed
of engineering and design companies
and supported by industrial design com-
panies, was established in order to
create a combination of components in
OSTIM and reach the final product.
Apart from these efforts, there certain
companies here manufacturing the final
product. For example, they manufacture
such products as concrete plants and
heavy construction equipment.
We need to produce brands to be sold
from OSTIM to the entire world and
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create added value and switch to original
products. Achieving this goal is not so
easy, because there are specific players
in this sector. We can reach a point in de-
fence and aviation sector in which sub-
components are provided instead of the
final product. We are clustering with re-
gard to new fields in which we are not so
effective. Among them are the energy,
rail systems and medicine. Moreover, we
raise awareness in these fields. For
example, each municipality has made a
purchase separately in rail systems and
chosen foreign solutions until a few
years ago. In the course of our intense
work on the issue, we raised awareness
regarding domestic production. The Mu-
nicipality of Bursa is currently using its
own rail vehicle, Municipality of Kayseri
its local subway vehicle and Municipality
of Malatya its domestic “trambus”; and
Municipality of Izmir will utilize its do-
mestic subway vehicle as well. An article
regarding a domestic participation of
51% has been stipulated in the high
speed train project specifications. The
awareness has been raised and self-
confidence created in terms of the do-
mestic participation issue.

51 Percent Has Become 
the Holy Rate; Nobody 
Can Drop Below
MSI Magazine: Could we say that the 
developments mentioned by you derive
from the developments in Turkish 
defence and aviation industry in 
which original solutions and the 
indigenousness rate have been 
increasingly emphasized in the last 
decade and which has made progress 
to a great extent on these issues?
Orhan AYDIN: Our experiences in the
field of transportation could be conside-
red as a model applied by the SSM for
many years and then adapted into the ci-
vilian sector. We were triggered by the
SSM’s practices in the defence and avia-
tion sector. We wanted to bring these
practices into the civilian field. We dis-
cussed these issues with the state insti-
tutions and made presentations.
Obviously, bureaucracy operates in dif-

ferent ways and this situation creates va-
rious difficulties for us. But we don’t
aim at earning money; we approach this
subject in terms of Turkey’s interests
and our interlocutors believe in this. As
a result of these efforts in which a mu-
tual interaction was created, we held
meetings on prime ministerial and mi-
nisterial levels. Finally, the Ministry of
Science, Industry and Technology is-
sued a legislation entitled “Industrial
Cooperation Program” in order to in-
crease domestic participation in public
procurement.

The related regulation is currently pre-
pared. We have been always involved in
such efforts. A small model of the SSM
will be incorporated into other ministries
and Industrial Development Committees
will be set up. These committees will
bring forward the issues related with do-
mestic industry in each strategic procu-
rement and conduct the relevant tender.
I could say that these developments are
totally a revolution for Turkey. In the co-
urse of time, we learned and did rese-
arch to a great extent. In the beginning,
there were prejudices such as: “We can’t
do this” or “Nobody would allow us to do
this.” People said that legislations of the
World Trade Organization, European
Union and the Public Procurement
Agency would create obstacles. And we
overcame all of the obstacles. For exam-
ple, when we requested a domestic par-
ticipation rate of 51% for Ankara Subway,
they said, “The Public Procurement
Agency wouldn’t accept a rate of 51%, fo-
reign companies wouldn’t bid and prices

would increase. This subway couldn’t be
finished until the elections to be held in
2014.” We went to the Public Procure-
ment Agency, where we explained the
issue to the officials and resolved their
drawbacks. Afterwards, we held mee-
tings with foreign companies. They told
us, “We would bid and there’s no prob-
lem to us, but we need to work on the
price issue.” In order to solve the prob-
lem about the completion until 2014, we
said, “Remove the 51% obligation from
the trains which are required for the
inauguration.” The tender was made this

way. As a result, three companies joined
the tender, the price was reduced by half
and it was completed in a timely manner.
We saw once again that the problem was
in our mind and perceptions. When we
stipulated the rate of 51% in tender, not
a single problem was experienced.
Based on such self-confidence, the rate
of 51% was incorporated into the tender.
A breaking point emerged. When it
comes to public procurement, now no-
body can offer anything below 51% and
it has become a holy rate. The issue is
brought to other sectors as well; we de-
termine the rates in each sector. We also
bring clusters and sector representati-
ves into the front with regard to the
issue. The foreign company’s opinion on
the rate wouldn’t be received, but it
would be agreed upon by clusters and
sectors.

MSI Magazine: In your opinion, what sort
of a position is held by the defence and
aviation sector in OSTIM’s future plans?

INTERVIEW
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Orhan AYDIN: We see OSTIM’s future in
products creating added value, but as
I’ve just mentioned, it’s harder, but not
impossible to present such products and
particularly final products in the field of
defence and aviation. We meet with our
key industrialists. We want the plat-
forms, systems, subsystems and their
substantial components to be manufac-
tured completely by companies within
OSTIM. Our companies should be able to
carry out the system integration of a
subsystem or main component and even
play a role in the course of designing
them. It also requires open communica-
tion between the prime contractors and
us. The Indigenous Helicopter Program
is a good example concerning the issue.
The sub-industry and SMEs are briefed
by the SSM and TUSAS in each stage of
the program.

MSI Magazine: What would you like 
to tell us about relations between 
the prime contractors and companies
within OSTIM?
Orhan AYDIN: It’s vitally important for us
to improve interaction and communica-
tion with the prime contractors. The
prime contractors and OSTIM and SMEs
couldn’t have been settled next to each
other in the past much as they were sup-
posed to be, but some improvements
and developments have been recently
achieved on the issue. We took a path
and I think we are currently in a good po-
sition. For example, our OSSA delegation

recently visited along with TAI the city of
Seattle, one of the most important avia-
tion centres of the US where the Boeing
facilities are also located. At this stage,
our companies do not expect to take jobs
directly from Boeing and we were there
to support TAI. We want to work closely
with key industrial firms. For example,
we assigned a location to TAI and RO-
KETSAN in OSTIM and now we can work
very closely with them.
Nevertheless, there are a couple of is-
sues that we need to be involved in and
mention here briefly. The prime contrac-
tors occasionally intend to do low profile
jobs which fall into the SMEs’ areas and
even carry out them. But the prime con-
tractors should ignore such an unders-
tanding: “If I outsourced, the bread
would be taken out of my mouth.” In our
opinion, they are the organizations which
attach importance to research and deve-
lopment and pursue innovative jobs, not
the ones which could be carried out by
the companies on the SME level. We
think that they shouldn’t be dealing with
such jobs.
Within the context of another important
issue, the prime contractors involve our
firms in a competition with newly opened
and inexperienced firms, although they
approve our firms’ beforehand and our
firms also are certified on the specific
issue. As a positive example, I could men-
tion the FNSS as a key industrial firm
which determines its approved suppliers
and works only with those companies.

Those who Visit OSTIM 
Better Understands the 
Importance of Offset
MSI Magazine: The offset and domestic
participation issues have been recently
discussed again on a conceptual level.
What do you think about it?
Orhan AYDIN: We are usually contempla-
ting on concepts of industry and industria-
lization. I’ve been contemplating on this
field since 1975. Some of our colleagues
are more experienced and knowledgeable
than me within OSTIM. Nothing is produ-
ced overnight. We have to determine stra-
tegies. In this regard, we consider offset as
an important tool. The offset is not an ulti-
mate goal, but a tool which should be used
consciously for industrialization. The most
comprehensive offset application is imple-
mented by the SSM, and considering the
work which has been conducted until now,
we can see a great achievement. We ex-
pect that the policies which have been con-
ducted by the SSM until now would be
maintained increasingly from now on as
well. Obviously the offset issue could be
opened to discussion. In my opinion, an-
yone who visits OSTIM and sees our firms’
capabilities and what they are capable, as
well as the share of offset in all these ac-
hievements and its future potential would
have no doubt about the importance and
benefits of offset. Our Minister of Science,
Industry and Technology visited us and
saw it himself. Since that day, the ministry
has been asking our advice with regard to
figures about the offset obligation as part
of the legislation.

MSI Magazine: There are various 
clusters within OSTIM. What’s your 
opinion on OSSA’s plan among all these?
In which fields OSSA sets an example?

Apart from OSSA, OSTİM founded 
other clusters, such as Anatolian 

Rail  Transportation Systems 
Cluster (left) and Medical Industry 

Cluster (bottom).
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Orhan AYDIN: OSSA is our apple of the
eye. At this point, there is an achievement.
Our team is great. The firms located here
are also in a higher category of OSTIM in
terms of training and international relati-
ons. The entire team and mostly our Clus-
ter Coordinator Hilal Ünal are considerably
diligent and successful. In this sector, the
address is obvious: the SSM and prime
contractors. In other sectors, you wouldn’t
know where to and how to go. The Eco-
nomy Ministry has been a great help in
terms of such issues as training, consul-
tancy and promotion. As a result, an
exemplary and successful clustering has
emerged. The clusters and clustering ini-
tiatives from other cities analyze OSSA as
an example. Those who support us appre-
ciate our achievements as well. The Eco-
nomy Ministry takes OSSA as a reference
with its achievements and those who are
willing to make an application with a simi-
lar support call our colleagues in OSSA and
get information. We serve as a consultant
on this issue for entire Turkey.

We Could not Have 
Organized an Event like ICDDA
Five Years Ago
MSI Magazine: Is an activity similar to
ICDDA organized for other sectors that
operate under the umbrella of OSTIM?
How do you consider the place of ICDDA
activity in terms of OSTIM?
Orhan AYDIN: We have seen an activity si-
milar to ICDDA in Mexico and brought that
into Turkey. This activity is important not
only for OSTIM and OSSA, but also for An-
kara and Turkey. OSSA is conducted suc-
cessfully and it should be congratulated.

Not every sector is suitable for this activity
model; but we want to conduct similar
work for those which are suitable. For
example, the rail systems sector seems to
be more suitable to such an activity.

MSI Magazine: Considering the 
development of OSTIM and OSSA, 
what do you think about the timing 
related with the ICDDA activity? 
For example, could such an event be 
organized five years ago?
Orhan AYDIN: No, it could not be orga-
nized. The defence and aviation is a spe-
cial field, in which relations between the
prime contractors and subcontractors
and the side industry and SMEs are
clear. The OSSA and member compa-
nies reached a certain level from a broa-
der perspective and the need for this
event arose afterwards.

MSI Well: What would you like to tell us
about the future plans of OSTIM and OSSA?
Orhan AYDIN: Considering OSSA specifi-
cally, the point that we have reached in a
short period of time cannot be underesti-
mated. We reached a level which has
been dreamed of by the SSM and the key
industry. Now they are able to explain
themselves with a single point of connec-
tion. We attend the exhibitions and hold
joint meetings. In my opinion, there is a
great potential there. Our strategic plan,
roadmap and competition analysis are
currently ready. Within the scope of the
project that we conduct with the Ministry
of Economy, the sector analysis, indivi-
dual analyses of our firms and a work on
worldwide opportunities and threats are

available. We know the answers to follo-
wing questions: “Which exhibitions sho-
uld we attend?” or “In which field should
we make cooperation?” Moreover, in
order to be able further develop them, our
radars are on.
But we need to think about the future
more. We have achieved a difficult goal
in one of the most difficult fields such as
defence and aviation, but we still suffer
from certain deficiencies in relatively
simpler sectors like the energy and au-
tomotive. We are working on them.

MSI Magazine: What sort of contributions
will be made by OSTIM and OSSA to 
Turkey’s goals for the year 2023?
Orhan AYDIN: Turkey has set an ambiti-
ous target for the year 2023; to ensure
that the national income per capita in-
creases to $25,000 and annual exports
climb to $500 billion. In my opinion, the
defence and aviation will easily take their
place among the sectors which will be
able to reach their share of figures. I be-
lieve that we will achieve our goal espe-
cially in civil aviation. The new
structuring and clustering to be develo-
ped around TAI will make great contri-
butions on this road. Our own aircraft
and helicopter will create synergy. Wit-
hin the scope of goals for the year 2023,
I believe that OSSA is another field in
which intensive efforts are needed.

On behalf of our readers, we would 
like to thank OSTIM Chairman of the
Board of Directors Orhan Aydın for 
allocating his time, answering our
questions and giving information.

INTERVIEW
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ICDDA Ankara is brought to you conjointly  by OSSA and
BCI Aerospace. BCI Aerospace is an internationally 
recognized expert in B to B event organizing, 

with successful events in the USA, Canada, Asia, Japan,
China, Mexico and all over Europe namely: Aeromart 
Toulouse, Aerospace & Defense Suppliers Summit Seattle,
Aerospace & Defense Meetings Torino, Aeromart Tianjin,
China Helicopter Exhibition, Aerospace Meetings 
Guadalajara and Aeromart Montreal to quote just a few. 
Co-organized with OSSA, Turkey’s premier defence and
aviation cluster, and under the auspices of the Turkish 
Undersecretariat for Defence Industries, ICDDA Ankara 
is positioned in the heart of the Turkish defence industry.
Over the 2 days of the event, the doors will open to some of
the largest international and local defence firms such as
Airbus Group, Alenia Aermacchi, ASELSAN, Agusta, Boeing
Defense, Space and Security, KAI, Kongsberg, Lockheed
Martin, MBDA, Rolls Royce, Sikorsky, TAI and TEI, to name
just a few. As well as this, the 2014 edition welcomes
France as its country of honour. Thanks to the hard work
and effort of UBIFRANCE and GIFAS, a strong delegation of
French aerospace and defence companies will be present
over the two days of the event. Moreover, ICDDA Ankara
would of course not be possible without the loyal and 
willing support of its partners and organizers. 
ICDDA Ankara is proudly supported by SSI, TAI, ASELSAN,
HAVELSAN, ROKETSAN, FNSS, MKE, TEI, SaSaD, ASO,
TSSP and EUROSAM amongst its primary contributors
and sponsors.  
Over 250 companies from all over the globe are expected
during the 2 days of the event. Each company will meet
with key players and potential business partners in an 
exclusive B to B setting which is put together by 
BCI Aerospace.  A global leader in B to B events, 
BCI Aerospace offers bespoke business to business 
opportunities and introduces a multitude of possible 
partnership connections to such companies through 
their events. High-level conferences, innovative workshops
and the famous OEM procurement and supply chain policy
sessions present an exclusive occasion to discover new
market developments, share experience and learn about
supply chain strategy from some of the world’s largest
firms. 

For BCI Aerospace, Turkey remains an undeniable 
strategic location for ICDDA. Stéphane Castet, the CEO 
of BCI Aerospace, highlights the strategic importance of
Ankara, Turkey in the quest to improve the aerospace and
defence supply chain globally. “BCI Aerospace commits
itself 100% to the aerospace and defence industry, 
and is constantly seeking the newest markets. In recent
years, Turkey has become a strong emergent country in
the defence industry. There was and still is, a clear 
willingness from the Turkish government to become 
better established in both civil aviation and MRO 
development. Moreover, Turkey’s commitment to offset
programs in creating its own indigenous defence industry
over the past 30 years has helped to propel the country 
to the forefront of the defence industry. Not only this, 
but Turkish Airlines has been voted the best airline in 
Europe for the last three consecutive years. 
All of these factors, coupled with the key partnerships 
developed with local partners such OSSA, and the Turkish
Undersecretariat for Defence Industries, made Turkey and
more specifically Ankara, a strategic market and location
for ICDDA.” 
Having enjoyed great success in 2013, with over 
200 companies from more than 15 countries globally in
3000 one-to-one meetings, it was a natural conclusion for
the ICDDA organizers to reconvene for a second edition.
Moreover, ICDDA Ankara 2014 is shaping up to be its best
edition yet. The conference program is fully charged 
with both excellent speakers and relevant topics, and 
the one-to-one meetings schedules offer promising 
opportunities for potential business and commercial 
partnerships. Good luck and all the best to ICDDA Ankara
attendees. To find out more about BCI Aerospace’s events,
please visit www.bciaerospace.com.

BCI Aerospace
is Proud to be a
Part of ICDDA
Ankara

Stéphane Castet,
the CEO of BCI Aerospace
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Şebnem ASİL: Could you please provide
us some concrete figures about the
members and human resources of 
OSSA to give our readers a general idea
about your organization?
Mithat ERTUĞ: OSSA has a total of 143
members for the moment and member
companies have more than 3,600 em-
ployees in total. So, it is not very easy to
collect up-to-date and consolidated fig-
ures about such a large community;
however, I can easily tell that our mem-
bers export their products to countries
all around the world, which include USA,
Germany, UK, Russia, Hungary, Pak-
istan, Italy, Ireland, United Arab Emi-
rates (UAE), Saudi Arabia, Jordan, Iraq,
Syria, France, Algeria, Morocco, Georgia,
Brazil, India, Netherlands, Romania,
Tunis, Iran, Bulgaria, and Azerbaijan.

Şebnem ASİL: When we look at the 
geographical locations of your members,
we can see that you have member 
companies from Ankara, İstanbul, 
İzmir, Bursa, Kocaeli, Kütahya, and 
Kayseri. Could you give us any 
information about the percentage 
of the SMEs which are active in Turkish
defence and aviation industry as a 
member of OSSA?

Mithat ERTUĞ: In order to be a member
of OSSA, companies should first meet
certain criteria. One of the most impor-
tant criteria in this context is that the
candidate companies need to be produc-
tive and to have worked previously with
one of the main companies or subcon-
tractors in the industry. Unfortunately, I
cannot give you a specific figure about
your question for now; but it is clear that
most of the SMEs that work within the
defence and aviation industry consist of
our members, or otherwise we ensure a
close cooperation with them.

Şebnem ASİL: We have observed that
OSSA has an effective cooperation with
the Undersecretariat for Defence 
Industries (SSM), especially with the 
Department of Industrialization, in 
its activities. Could you share with us
your opinion on this cooperation?
Mithat ERTUĞ: Personally, I think that
the biggest contribution of our close co-
operation with the SSM is its integrative
effect on small and medium enterprises,
which is one of the main goals of our or-
ganization. At this point, it is also impor-
tant to mention that OSSA allowed our
member companies to acquire a certain
standard and be able to export within the

international market, which decreased
the intensive work load of the SSM at a
certain level. We worked for many years
with Murat Bayar, ex-Undersecretary for
Defence Industries, and what he has re-
cently told me on this matter sums up
our cooperation: “The biggest challenge

INTERVIEW

OSSA Gains Ground 
with ICDDA on Its Way to
be a World Brand OSTİM Defence and 

Aviation Cluster (OSSA)
both enables the small
and medium-sized 
enterprises (SMEs) in its
body to be represented 
at high level as a single
voice and allows its
members to grow and
develop by means of 
various counselling 
and promotion activities.
OSSA has now become
an indispensable part of
Turkish defence and
aviation industry. 
Therefore, we conducted
an interview with OSSA
Chairman of the Board of
Directors Mithat Ertuğ
and OSSA Coordinator
Hilal Ünal in order to
learn more about the 
activities of OSSA and the
Industrial Cooperation
Days in Defence & 
Aerospace (ICDDA) 
organized for the second
time by OSSA in Ankara.
Şebnem ASİL
s.asil@milscint.com
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that was straining my mind from the mo-
ment I first held the office of Undersec-
retary was to bring together small and
medium enterprises, and you achieved
this”.

Comprehensive Services 
for OSSA Members
Şebnem ASİL: Could you give us some
information as to the advantages of being
an OSSA member? What kind of services
does OSSA provide for its members?
Mithat ERTUĞ: From the day it was es-
tablished, OSSA has implemented many
strategies in order to gather small and
medium-sized businesses within the de-
fence industry under a single umbrella
and grow their exports. Of course, most
of all our members profit from the activ-
ities we perform in this regard. I can
mention some of these activities in short:
As our objective is to increase the share
of national production in the defence in-
dustry and to expand our international
market share, we maintain close rela-
tionships with prime contractors in the
industry. We often carry out technical ex-
amination visits with our members to
these prime contractors and we enable
them to contact our members on poten-
tial cooperation. Moreover, we run two
“Development of International Competi-
tion” projects with the support of the
Ministry of Economy. We also participate
in many exhibitions, seminars, and con-
ferences organized within the defence
and aviation industry all around the
world and we address speeches. This
year, for example, we took part in the

most prominent international defence
industry and aviation exhibitions which
were held in countries such as USA,
Malaysia, Germany, and France. In addi-
tion, OSSA is a permanent member of
SASAD (Defence and Aerospace Industry
Manufacturers Association of Turkey)
and we are trying hard to develop our
SMEs in every platform. We also offer
grants and support programs trainings
for our members. TÜBİTAK (Scientific
and Technological Research Council of
Turkey) provides full support for our or-
ganization; and in case of appropriate
funds, we apply to these funds and start
new projects. Another important advan-
tage of our members is our international
character. We maintain close relation-
ships with in particular European clus-
ters. For example, we have recently
applied to the European Aerospace
Cluster Partnership for membership.
We closely follow exhibitions and other
events abroad and ensure participation
of our member companies under OSSA
umbrella. Both in domestic and interna-

tional events, we tell the world about the
capabilities of OSSA. At this point, we
would like to extend our gratitude to
SSM that always supports us whenever
we need help on these issues.

Şebnem ASİL: What are the relations
between OSSA and other clusters in the
defence and aviation sector and how 
do you see its position among these 
clusters?
Mithat ERTUĞ: As I mentioned in my an-
swer to your previous question, OSSA is
a permanent member of SASAD and we
do maintain a close relationship. Other
than SASAD, we are in close contact with
other clusters in Eskişehir and İzmir. We
also assemble at least three times a year
with the clusters abroad to discuss busi-
ness opportunities.

Şebnem ASİL: We observe that OSSA
steps forward also in its relationships
with the media and other communicational
activities. Could you share with us your
expectations on media relations?

OSSA delegation with Dr. İsmet Yılmaz, Minister of National Defence at MSPO 2013.

OSSA has won 
2014 Turkish 
Defence Industry
Special Award,
which is given by
SSM. The award
was presented by
Undersecretary for
Defence Industries
Prof. Dr. İsmail
Demir to OSSA
Chairman of the
Board of Directors
Mithat Ertuğ during
a ceremony at held
at 18th of April.
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Mithat ERTUĞ: We are trying hard to en-
able the growth of our member compa-
nies and we carry out many different
kinds of activities to this end. In this con-
text, media represents a significant way
of declaring and promoting our activities
and rendering them more efficient. At
this point, we attach a great importance
to any kind of support from your part.

Eurosatory 2014 Proves 
to be Very Successful
Şebnem ASİL: OSSA started to show up
in international exhibitions by means 
of Development of International 
Competition (DIC) projects sponsored 
by the Ministry of Economy. What do you
think about your experiences in taking
part in these exhibitions? Did you develop
any concrete business relationships 
as a result of discussions at these 
exhibitions, in particular at the most 
recent Eurosatory 2014? Could you give
us some examples on this issue?
Hilal ÜNAL: As a result of the needs
analysis performed by the Ministry of
Economy within the context of DIC-1 and
DIC-2 projects, it was decided to partici-
pate in the Eurosatory 2014 exhibition,
which was organized in Paris, France on
June 16-20, 2014, as OSSA delegation. As
OSSA Defence and Aviation Association,
we participated in the exhibition with 18
companies, namely Öznur Makina, MEGE

Teknik, Dora Makina, Gökser Makina,
Tolga Plastik, Digitest, Alkan Makina, 
Med Makina, Arıtes Metal and T-Kalıp, 2G
Havacılık, Cetek, Er Makina, Global Teknik,
Gür Metal, MFK, Dirinler and Sağlam
Metal. At this exhibition, we held around
290 discussions, including companies,
under OSSA umbrella. Following the exhi-
bition, some of our member companies
reported that they established several
business collaborations by means of these
discussions, and others reported that they
were still in contact with them. During the
event, representatives from SSM and
OSSA took part in various conferences and
workshops on defence and security issues.
OSSA booth and the stands of participating
companies were visited by the Undersec-
retary of Defence Industries, Prof. Dr. 
İsmail Demir and Head of SSM’s Depart-
ment of Industrialization, Bilal Aktaş. Sev-
eral representatives from key industry
companies such as ROKETSAN, MKEK,
and Otokar as well as representatives
from the Defence and Aerospace Industry
Exporters’ Association of Turkey (SSI) also
visited the OSSA booth at the exhibition.
OSSA held discussions with many interna-
tional associations, clusters, companies,
and the representing delegations within
the defence and security industry regard-
ing applications for land platforms. All
OSSA DIC-1 and DIC-2 companies partici-
pated in the conference on offset, ad-

dressed by Bilal Aktas, Head of SSM’s De-
partment of Industrialization. Turkey’s
Ambassador to Paris, Hakkı Akil, and
French Ambassador of Ankara, Laurent
Bili, also paid a visit to our booth to be in-
formed about SMEs. During the exhibition,
we had the opportunity to discuss with the
prominent companies in the defence in-
dustry. Many high-level delegations visited
the OSSA booth and our participating com-
panies informed these delegations about
their products and current projects. So,
this event was like a discussion centre
where participating companies and buyers
met and created a positive impact on the
promotion of our member companies’
brands. We can say that our participation
to Eurosatory contributed to our compa-
nies regarding sales, communication, re-
search and strategic benefits and it
allowed them to have an access to target
markets. In this context, the exhibition en-
abled our companies to increase their 
exports and to find new business opportu-
nities.

Şebnem ASİL: DIC projects carried 
out by OSSA had also a significant 
contribution regarding the AS9100 
certification of a certain part of 
participating companies. What will be
your future activities regarding the 
institutionalization and certification 
of the companies?

INTERVIEW

Undersecretary for Defence Industries Prof. Dr. İsmail Demir and SSI Chairman of the Board of Directors Latif Aral Aliş visits the stand of T-Kalip, which is among the members of OSSA, during Eurosatory 2014.
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Hilal ÜNAL: At the moment, 18 member
companies are going through the process
of training and consultation in order to
obtain AS9100 certificate. In the future, an
enterprise resource planning (ERP) 
software will be procured for our DIC-2
companies, namely Emge, Dora, Gökser
Makine, Köprüören, Med Makine, Tolga
Plastik, Alkan Makine, 2G Havacılık, 
Alfa Beta, Apeks Havacılık, Gora Makine, 
Hazerfen, İmsan, Kaymazlar, MFK,
Sağlam Metal, Turkmak, and Elsis.

Şebnem ASİL: What are your comments
about the support provided for OSSA
member companies by several 
institutions such as Ministry of Science,
Industry and Technology and TÜBİTAK?
Hilal ÜNAL: Our companies could bene-
fit from the DIC funds under the roof of
OSSA. In addition, as our enterprises are
well aware of the importance of original
product, they have started to launch in-
creasingly more R&D projects. As OSSA,
we offer our members free counselling
services on this subject and direct them
through correct channels of business.

Our Expectation from the
Prime Contractors is to Ensure
Continuity
Şebnem ASİL: Some of OSSA member
companies are approved suppliers 
of domestic and foreign companies such
as ASELSAN, Boeing, FNSS, HAVELSAN,
ROKETSAN, Sikorsky, and TAI. 
Could you give us your opinion on 
approved supplier practice? Are there
any issues that need to be improved in
this system in addition to the benefits 
for the companies?
Mithat ERTUĞ: I think that approved sup-
plier system functions very well and it is of
a high importance for both contractors and
suppliers. After all, even though they pos-
sess licences or standard certificates, every
supplier certifies and audits the company it
works with on its own. This situation repre-

sents a continuous quality control system
out of the scope of licenses and certificates.
Compared to previous years, our relation-
ships with prime contractors are now pro-
gressing at a better level. Of course, our
main expectation from the prime contrac-
tors is that they ensure the continuity of the
companies with proven quality.

Şebnem ASİL: Do you have any 
comments as to the relationships 
between OSSA companies and foreign
prime contractors? What could be the 
issues that need to be improved by OSSA
member companies in this regard?
Hilal ÜNAL: Our continuous appearance
at international exhibitions along with
our member companies has started to
draw the attention of foreign prime con-
tractors. Most of our members and their
capacities were previously unknown for
these contractors; however, they are
now recognized by foreign prime con-
tractors and they keep contact with
them. In this regard, the first ICDDA
event represented a milestone for OSSA.
We are going to maintain continuity with
the second event. This second ICDDA
event will play a significant role in mov-
ing forward these developing relation-
ships. On this subject, our companies
should not be afraid of the risks of pen-
etrating into foreign markets and they
should not underestimate their capaci-
ties. Moreover, they should arrange their
facilities according to the standards de-
fined by foreign prime contractors.

Şebnem ASİL: ICDDA will be organized
for a second time. Could you please 
tell us about your expectations from 
this year’s event by giving background 
information on the first one? Which 
aspects or sides will be different than 
the first event?
Hilal ÜNAL: First of all, I have to mention
that the first ICDDA event organized on
March 6-8, 2013 by OSSA created positive

reactions at international level, both with its
striking organization and top-level partici-
pants. This first event gave our SMEs an op-
portunity to meet with key companies in the
industry and the international leaders of the
sector, hold bilateral business discussions
with them, and finally open into interna-
tional markets. This year, we aim to achieve
the same success, and we are planning to
move the ICDDA a step further with com-
panies that combine the eastern and west-
ern regions of the sector, upper-level
participants, delegations, and workshops.

Şebnem ASİL: Is there any participation
to the ICDDA out of OSSA?
Hilal ÜNAL: Of course! ICDDA is an event
that is open to all companies that are op-
erating within the defence and aviation
industry. Therefore, we have participants
from all over the world.

Şebnem ASİL: What are your objectives
for this year’s ICDDA event, including the
number of participants and discussions
to be held?
Hilal ÜNAL: Our objective is to ensure
the participation of more than 250 do-
mestic and foreign companies and to
hold more than 4000 discussions.

Şebnem ASİL: Will the ICDDA have a 
regional identity in the future; do you
have such a projection?
Hilal ÜNAL: ICDDA event, which will be
organized from now on every two years,
is considered to be the gate of the Middle
East for the US and Europe. As I men-
tioned earlier, there are lots of demands
from abroad. I would like to add at this
point that we have received the brand
registration certificate of the event. In
other words, my answer to your question
is yes; we think that the ICDDA will
achieve a regional identity after this
year’s event.

Şebnem ASİL: Is there any other point
that you would like to add?
Hilal ÜNAL: Clusters are very important in
sectoral growth. I would like to underline
once more that they need to be supported.

We would like to extend our sincere
thanks and gratitude to OSSA Chairman
of the Board of Directors Mithat ERTUĞ
and OSSA Coordinator Hilal ÜNAL on
behalf of our readers for taking their
time and answering our questions as
well as the valuable information they
shared with us.
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Ümit BAYRAKTAR: TAI has experienced
many milestones in its ANKA, ATAK, 
ERCİYES, GÖKTÜRK-2 and HÜRKUŞ 
projects that were initiated in order to
put forth original solutions. As a person
managing this period of transformation
experienced by TAI as the CEO and 
President, how would you describe 
the current situation of TAI in terms 
of a company? How would you describe
the fields in which it is doing well and 
it should be better to do well?
Muharrem DÖRTKAŞLI: TAI, which was
founded in 1984, has directed its work in
a way to focus on design and development
activities aimed at having products, with
increased focus after nationalization by
transfer of its shares in 2005. It has suc-
ceeded in taking place among top 100
global companies in defence and aero-
space industry. As you follow closely, our
agenda has been mostly consisting of the
production and delivery of our serial pro-
duction projects recently. The initial deliv-
ery in T129 ATAK helicopter project has
been completed and the production activ-
ities are continuing successfully. Simi-
larly, we performed the first delivery of the
C-130 Avionic Modernization (ERCİYES)
Project recently. We delivered the fixed
trailing edge for the first C100 passenger
plane for Bombardier. As you know, we
signed the serial production agreements

INTERVIEW

From Indigenous Capabilities 
to Indigenous Platforms, TAI 

Becomes Aerospace Powerhouse

TAI, Turkey’s aerospace powerhouse, keeps up its 
rise to become one of the global players of the market. 

Having completed major milestones in indigenous 
platform development projects, TAI looks forward 

to work on more challenging projects and export 
programs. We talked with Muharrem Dörtkaşlı, 

CEO and President of TAI, about projects, plans for the
future and the International Cooperation Days in 

Defence and Aerospace (ICDDA) Ankara, where TAI 
is the Platinum Sponsor.

Ümit BAYRAKTAR / ubayraktar@milscint.com
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of our indigenous design projects such as
ANKA Medium-Altitude Long Endurance
(MALE) Unmanned Aerial Vehicle (UAV)
and HÜRKUŞ Basic Trainer Aircraft last
year. We continue to carry out serial de-
liveries intensively as the sole source pro-
ducer in aerostructures to Airbus, Boeing,
AgustaWestland and Sikorsky for both
military and civilian platforms. Moreover,
the Airbus Military A400M transport air-
craft in which the forward centre fuselage,
rear fuselage components, ailerons and
spoilers are designed and produced by us
as an industrial partner has started to be
delivered to user nations, and the Turkish
Air Force has taken delivery of its first air-
craft. A350 XWB, the Airbus’ new-gener-
ation passenger plane, performed its first
flight with the aileron which has been de-
signed and produced by TAI. The first 
delivery of centre body of the conven-
tional-type F-35 Joint Strike Fighter, lat-
est-generation combat aircraft for which
we are the sole source producer among
Northrop Grumman, was performed. Our
work on new satellite projects which could
furnish services in different fields follow-
ing GÖKTÜRK-2, our reconnaissance and
surveillance satellite that currently oper-
ates in its orbit successfully, is underway.
We will open our satellite Assembly, Inte-

gration and Test (AIT) Centre this year,
and thus provide our country with sub-
stantial capabilities. In TAI, we carry out
analyses and establish strategies with re-
gard to target countries and markets in
order to be able to create new cooperation
and export opportunities for all of our in-
digenous products. We aim to expand our
current business portfolio with new proj-
ects. In line with our vision and strategic
targets, we evaluate the purchase and
partnership plans aimed at supporting our
organic and inorganic growth plans.
While working in accordance with its tar-
gets in a determined way, our company
will continue to assist and support devel-
opment of the country’s aerospace indus-
try, attach more importance to
international collaborations in order to
strengthen its position in world markets
and also increase its global presence.

Cluster and Industrial 
Vocational School in Kazan 
will Support TAI
Ümit BAYRAKTAR: What sort of a role is
played by TAI in terms of defence and 
aerospace cluster being established in
Ankara Kazan, the foundation work of
which is conducted by the Undersecretariat 
for Defence Industries (SSM)? Could 
you give us information about the current
situation of this work?

Muharrem DÖRTKAŞLI: First of all, let
me talk about the project a little bit. Within
the context of Ankara Kazan Specialized
Organized Industrial Zone of Aerospace,
investments are planned to be made
within the district borders of Kazan in ac-
cordance with a protocol made between
the Ministry of National Defence (MSB),
SSM, Ankara Chamber of Industry (ASO)
and Defense and Aerospace Industry
Manufacturers Association (SASAD). Ob-
viously, we are of the opinion that the
Kazan region was not chosen randomly.
We believe that the production activities
conducted by TAI in this region for 30
years are the most important factor in
terms of providing the region with this
project. Concerning the project, we can
consider the aim of this clustering as
bringing together the companies, insti-
tutions, organizations and domestic and
foreign investors operating in aviation
and space industry sectors. Further-
more, the project is also important for
us in terms of the continuously sharing
of information among the actors who
are set to take part in the clustering, the
efforts with high added-values and pro-
duction of state-of-the-art technologies
and fulfilment of needs and require-
ments in the aerospace sector of our
country and also friendly and allied
countries.
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During İstanbul Airshow, which was organized in September,
HÜRKUŞ flew over historical places of İstanbul.
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We wish that the project will be imple-
mented as soon as possible. We believe
that this aerospace clustering, the suc-
cessful examples of which are available in
Toulouse, France and Mexico, will provide
products and services
with high added value
for the country’s industry.

Ümit BAYRAKTAR: 
Once the work on Kazan 
defence and aerospace
cluster is completed, what
sort of impacts will be
created on TAI’s activities
and turnover?
Muharrem DÖRTKAŞLI: We can give
many examples of the benefits which are
set to be provided by TAI. TAI will incorpo-
rate the companies, which will make in-
vestments in the organized industrial
zone, into its sub-contractors network in
the course of time. It could be said that
Ankara Kazan Specialized Organized In-
dustrial Zone of Aerospace will become
the main vein feeding TAI. We also aim to
meet our needs of tools, equipment, en-
gine oils, etc. which are used not only for
production, but also for production tech-
nologies from the companies that will op-
erate in the region.

Ümit BAYRAKTAR: Could you please 
give us some information about the latest

situation in your efforts on the industrial
vocational school of higher education
that will be established with TAI’s 
contributions in an area allocated to 
Gazi University within the district 
borders of Kazan? How will TAI’s 

competitive power be boosted by this
work, which will be conducted 
for the first time in Turkey’s 

aerospace and defence industry?
Muharrem DÖRTKAŞLI: As you know, our
company has been trying to do its full
share of work in social responsibility proj-
ects mostly with regard to training for
many years. Considering the development
of Kazan district, there was a need for
meeting the intermediate staff require-
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TAI produces the forward centre fuselage, along with 
rear fuselage components, ailerons and spoilers for 
Airbus Military A400M transport aircraft.
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ments of the region and particularly our
company. In this regard, we signed a pro-
tocol in order to establish an industrial vo-
cational school of higher education with
Gazi University in October 2013. According
to our plans, the school will be established
within the district borders of Kazan in one
or two years to belong to Gazi University
and provide education for 2,000 students.
Considering Ankara Kazan Specialized
Organized Industrial Zone of Aerospace
that we have just discussed comprehen-
sively, I would like to indicate that it is vi-
tally important for our country’s
aerospace industry, the development of
Kazan district, the region’s position as a
centre of attraction and the fulfilment of
our company’s staff requirements directly
from there. We are also looking forward
to the implementation of this project.

Ümit BAYRAKTAR: TAI plays an active
role in the Researcher Development Pro-
gram for Industry (SAYP). How do you
consider the contributions made by this
program to your company?
Muharrem DÖRTKAŞLI: Our first protocol
for SAYP was signed by the SSM, Middle
East Technical University (METU) and TAI
in 2011 and the other protocol was signed
by the SSM, Gazi University and TAI in
2014. The program aims to systematize
transfer of knowledge between the univer-
sity and our company in line with priorities
of the defence industry and under the
guidance of the SSM. It ensures that the
graduate theses prepared in these univer-
sities are restructured by our employees
in accordance with research and develop-
ment needs of our company and also train
the students who are set to receive grad-
uate education as a qualified research and
development personnel in the field of de-
fence and aerospace through the opportu-
nities provided by our company.
In our opinion, the most striking achieve-
ment of this program is that it makes con-
tributions to the SSM, TAI and the
universities simultaneously. In a sense, we
can say that united we stand, divided we fall.
While our company gains advantage in
business competence by achieving the
latest data and newest technological ad-
vancements from universities, the univer-
sities enjoy another advantage in terms of
research competence by incorporating
the industrial information from our com-
pany through the currently conducted
SAYP Projects. I believe SAYP projects will
considerably increase in number in the
upcoming decade. As the SAYP is a pro-

gram which was initiated under the lead-
ership of the SSM in line with the target of
“providing the defence industry with sus-
tainable and competitive technological
competence,” it is also a strong example of
the triplex model conducted in cooperation
with the public, university and industry.

Ümit BAYRAKTAR: The issue of initial
public offering of TAI seems to be 
off the agenda. Could you please give 
our readers some information about the
past developments and current situation
with regard to the issue?
Muharrem DÖRTKAŞLI: As you know, we
initiated the work on offering some of our
shares to public actively in 2013, but we
delayed this offer due to unfavourable
market conditions of the period; neverthe-
less, we are closely following the devel-
opments. Once we see that the conditions
are favourable, we will evaluate the issue
again.

TAI Clears Important 
Milestones in Projects
Ümit BAYRAKTAR: Could you please 
give us some information about the 
current situation of ANKA-S project?
Muharrem DÖRTKAŞLI: Within the con-
text of ANKA Unmanned Aerial Vehicle
System in which flight tests have been
going on since December 30, 2010, a
manufacturing agreement (ANKA-S) was
signed in October 2013 for 10 aircrafts
which are structured in a different way
than their previous derivatives. The work
on ANKA-S Project is underway. In Feb-
ruary 2014, the System Requirements
Review Meeting was successfully held
and design activities were accelerated.
Our engineers have been working hard to
deliver aircrafts in the requested period
of time.

Ümit BAYRAKTAR: Could you please 
give us some information about 
the acceptance process for T129 ATAK
helicopters that are covered by the 
original contract, i.e. T-129B version?
Muharrem DÖRTKAŞLI: As you know, the
first of the T129A Helicopters, which are
also known as the configuration of Early
Delivery Helicopter (EDH) within the con-
text of ATAK project, were delivered to the
Turkish Land Forces on April 22, 2014.
Since then we have further delivered 
4 more helicopters.
The qualification tests on currently pro-
duced T129B ATAK Helicopters are un-
derway and the acceptance process is yet
to be started. We believe that the T129B
will start to be accepted into inventory
from the first quarter of 2015.

Ümit BAYRAKTAR: Could you give some
information about the international 
marketing activities of ATAK helicopters?
What sorts of advantages will be 
provided by your cooperation with 
AgustaWestland on the issue?
Muharrem DÖRTKAŞLI: For TAI and our
country, the international marketing ac-
tivities and export are one of the most crit-
ical issues that are touched upon since the
contract process of T129 ATAK Program.
We meet with AgustaWestland at certain
intervals and exchange opinions with re-
gard to markets to be focused on, and also
review the ongoing marketing activities.
Furthermore, we carry out our own activ-
ities as TAI as well.
Within the scope of these activities, we ex-
hibited the T129 in the world’s leading de-
fence and aerospace exhibitions such as
Bahrain, Berlin and Farnborough in 2014.
We even performed air shows in Bahrain
and Farnborough and thus broke a new
ground in the history of Turkish aviation.
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Ümit BAYRAKTAR: When we made an 
interview with you in December 2011, 
you said the following about the ATAK
Project: “There is an important issue that
I consider important in terms of delivery
and I would like to especially mention it.
We are working really hard and we will
deliver a very complicated system... 
Our representatives, officials from the
SSM and the Land Forces personnel
work very closely... I believe that the 
people whom we have been working 
together from the very beginning should
take place inside the picture during the
acceptance process as well and continue
to make contributions to the acceptance
process without making any change 
in the teams in the upcoming project
phases so that we do not lose the 
experiences that have been achieved. 
Otherwise when we say that ‘our aircraft
is ready,’ we might put ourselves in a 
situation that the acceptance cannot 
be carried out.” Has this situation 
ever occurred?
Muharrem DÖRTKAŞLI: We can say that
the acceptance process of T129 ATAK heli-
copter has a different position which could
be considered as the first one in the history
of Turkish defence industry. Turkey has
taken its first indigenous flying system con-
sisting of advanced technology into its inven-
tory with the participation of its own
organizations and institutions. Within this
framework, all of us have seized the oppor-
tunity of meeting with a concept called the
“Acceptance Process Experience” in the
course of taking an aerial platform such as
the attack helicopter into inventory. Obvi-
ously, it would be useful to indicate that we
have experienced a more sensitive and de-
tailed acceptance process more than ever,
as our aerial platform is indigenous. Never-
theless, even if the acceptance process that
I mentioned has broken a new ground as a

difficult process, it has been completed suc-
cessfully, and the first five EDH T129 ATAK
helicopters were delivered and taken into in-
ventory.
I am of the opinion that the acceptance
process which was experienced prior to
the first delivery will obviously make great
contributions to remaining part of the on-
going acceptance process, as well as our
other defence industry projects.

Ümit BAYRAKTAR: The delivery of 
first aircraft was completed as part of
ERCİYES Project. What would you say
about advantages of the modernization
solution offered by TAI in terms of 
technical and financial issues? 
What does TAI expect from the market
share with regard to modernization of 
C-130 in the international arena?
Muharrem DÖRTKAŞLI: As you indicated,
the first C-130 transport aircraft which
has gone through avionic modernization
within the scope of ERCIYES Project was
delivered to the Turkish Air Force in a 
ceremony organized at our facilities on 
August 8, 2014.
According to us, ERCIYES Project is one of
the most comprehensive C-130 avionic
modernization projects in the world. Within
the scope of the project, our C-130 (E/B) air-
crafts are equipped and modernized with a
multipurpose mission computer, which is
compatible with international navigation
needs and has high operational effective-
ness, as well as the night vision compatible
glass cockpit. We also developed the
Ground Mission Planning Unit that can be

operated in integration with the Air Forces
Information System (HvBS). We continue to
work on the Link-16 tactic data link system,
which will offer interoperability with other
platforms in the inventory.
The Supplemental Type Certificate was is-
sued by the domestic Certification Author-
ity consisting of representatives from the
SSM and the Turkish Armed Forces (TSK),
and thus the airworthiness of aircrafts
within the scope of modernization was
certified. Besides the design and develop-
ment activities in the field of aviation, the
certification activities which are also vitally
important are conducted for the first time
by a national authority; and this situation
is among the breakthroughs made by this
project for our country.
Considering other similar examples in the
world, it is considered that the mentioned
modernization activity has not only pro-
vided our country with capabilities, but
also ensured a great many achievements
in terms of budget effectiveness. The ac-
cumulation of knowledge in fields of engi-
neering and finance is expected to provide
substantial advantages in other platform
development and modernization pro-
grams of our country.

TAI will also Work on 
Communication Satellites
Ümit BAYRAKTAR: Various organizations
and institutions operate in such issues 
as satellite design, development and 
production. Which activities are conducted
by TAI in the field of satellite technologies
and what about its future goals?

INTERVIEW

TAI has completed delivery of first 5 EDH T129A ATAK helicopters.
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Muharrem DÖRTKAŞLI: Considering the
experiences gained from BİLSAT and
RASAT satellite projects and especially the
success achieved with GÖKTÜRK-2 satel-
lite project, our country has taken its place
in the group of countries developing and
producing the satellite and satellite 
sub-systems. Within the scope of 
GÖKTÜRK-1 project, not only the satellite
and ground station have been supplied, but
also the Space Systems Integration and
Test Centre, one of the few satellite assem-
bly, integration and test centres in the
world has been established in TAI facilities.
As a result, the most critical achievement
required for space technologies has been
gained. This plant, where multiple satel-
lites of a maximum of five tons can be 
assembled, integrated and tested simulta-
neously, will be operated by a team spe-
cially trained by TAI to furnish services for
our national satellite projects and interna-
tional space projects.
Within the scope of GÖKTÜRK Replace-
ment Satellites Project, it was decided dur-

ing the Defence Industry Executive Com-
mittee (SSIK) in May 2014 that the contract
negotiations would be initiated with regard
to the preliminary design phase. In line with
this decision, TAI is conducting the neces-
sary activities in coordination with the SSM.
In addition to GÖKTÜRK satellites, our
company conducts activities with regard
to developing the data handling subsys-
tem, satellite power subsystem, orienta-
tion, orbit identification and control
subsystem and thermal control subsys-
tem to be used in the İMECE satellite with
its own resources. TAI also simultane-
ously carries out the İMECE satellite con-
ceptual design work in order to ensure
that all of the subsystems and equipment
to be used on this satellite could be devel-
oped in compliance with the timetable, as
well as the technical aspect.
Besides the earth observation and recon-
naissance satellites, TÜRKSAT 6A satellite,
which is planned to become the first na-
tional communication satellite of our coun-
try, will be developed as part of a work to be
shared by TAI, The Scientific and Techno-
logical Research Council of Turkey’s Space
Institute (TÜBİTAK UZAY) and ASELSAN in
accordance with capabilities of these insti-
tutions. The joint proposal which has been
prepared towards this end was submitted
to TÜBİTAK Public Research Grant Group
(KAMAG) and the project contract is ex-
pected to be signed later this year.

Ümit BAYRAKTAR: Could you give us
some information about the latest 
situation in GÖKTÜRK-3 project?
Muharrem DÖRTKAŞLI: As you know, the
first national reconnaissance SAR satellite
system of Turkey will be developed with
support of TAI as the prime contractor and
ASELSAN and TÜBİTAK UZAY as the main
sub-contractors. GÖKTÜRK-3 Satellite
System will consist of the space segment
that is set to carry the SAR payload and
also the fixed and mobile ground segment

and provide high-resolution radar im-
agery for military and civilian usage day
and night from anywhere in the world,
under all sorts of weather conditions,
without any limitations regarding territo-
rial fields, territorial waters or airspace.
The mission definition is one of the most
important project phases in which the
SAR payload will be identified. In this cur-
rent stage of the project, the activities
concerning the mission definition and
analysis, identification of satellite config-
uration alternatives and orbit alternatives
analyses have been completed. 
The Mission Definition Review (MDR) Meet-
ing was held in June 2014. At the end of this
stage, determination of GÖKTÜRK-3 SAR
satellite’s mission definition, configuration
and identification of its orbit is expected to
be carried out. Afterwards, we plan to ini-
tiate the process of establishing System,
Segment and Sub-System Level Require-
ments (SRR) and preliminary design 
work.

Indigenous Platforms for 
Both Fixed and Rotary 
Wing Aircrafts
Ümit BAYRAKTAR: Within the scope 
of HÜRKUŞ Project, two prototypes 
have joined the tests, and also the 
aircraft started to appear in various
events. At this point, what do you 
estimate with regard to HÜRKUŞ sales 
in Turkey and international arena?
Muharrem DÖRTKAŞLI: We performed
the first flight of HÜRKUŞ, which has been
designed, developed and produced na-
tionally to meet the TSK’s trainer aircraft
needs, on August 29, 2013 and completed
nearly 100 sortie flights without any prob-
lem. Since the first flight, about 100-hour
flights have been performed and an alti-
tude of 15,500 ft and a speed of 265 knots
have been reached. Furthermore, a two-
piloted flight was tested for the first time
on August 13, 2014.

GÖKTÜRK-2, which is operating in the orbit successfully,
proved TAI’s satellite design and production capabilities.

HÜRKUŞ performed a demonstration flight and later was exhibited on ground during 103th anniversary of Turkish Air Force’s.
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The flying prototype number 2 which has
been manufactured within the scope of
the project was initially put to ground tests
in May 2014; hangar tests were completed
in July 2014, and thus it was rolled-out
and performed first flight.
As indicated by you, HÜRKUŞ was seen
outside TAI for the first time in June on the
occasion of the 100th anniversary of Naval
Aviation. HÜRKUŞ flew from our facilities
and landed on the event area and also
performed a flight which was watched
with appreciation.
According to research conducted, it is esti-
mated that the worldwide market potential
of turboprop trainer aircraft would increase
up to 900 aircrafts in the period between
2013 and 2022. HÜRKUŞ-B will become an
upper class product to be capable of meet-
ing the current military trainer aircraft mar-
ket needs in terms of all technical aspects.
While it does not fall behind other products
which are currently competitive with a
foothold in the mentioned market to a cer-
tain extent in terms of both technology and

performance, it will also enjoy a great

many superior aspects in the development
process, when compared to its rivals, be-
cause it consists of considerably newer
technology than those products. Besides
the opportunities and capabilities enjoyed
by HÜRKUŞ, it will be taken into inventory
of the Turkish Air Force, and this situation
will obviously become an important refer-
ence for us in the international arena.
Moreover, our work on the lightly armed 
C version of HÜRKUŞ is underway. The de-
mands for such class of aerial vehicles are
gradually increasing throughout the world.
We are continuing our promotional activ-
ities in entire world, mostly the countries
in the region, with regard to both versions,
especially the B model of HÜRKUŞ. I be-
lieve that we will yield positive results
from our efforts in a short period of time.

Ümit BAYRAKTAR: The first stage of
FX/TX project was completed in terms 
of schedule. Now a decision related 
with the way the project will be continued
is expected to be made. What is done 
by TAI in this process in order to hold 

the project team together? Is there 
any additional work carried out within 
the scope of the project?
Muharrem DÖRTKAŞLI: In accordance
with a decision made by SSİK (Defence In-
dustry Executive Committee) in December
2010, the feasibility and concept design
work which has been initiated by a team
consisting of the SSM, Turkish Air Force
and TAI was completed in September
2013. The research conducted encom-
passes recommended performance prop-
erties of the product, its industrialization
model and information about the market
abroad.
While a decision to be made by the SSİK
regarding the project is yet to be issued,
our work is underway in order to avoid any
delay or defect in the project.

Ümit BAYRAKTAR: Could you please give
us some information about the latest 
situation in Helicopter Development Pro-
gram (Özgün Helikopter Programı)?
Muharrem DÖRTKAŞLI: Within the scope
of Helicopter Development Program,
market analyses and feasibility work were
conducted for our institutions such as the
TSK, Turkish National Police (EGM) and
the General Directorate of Forestry (OGM),
and it is envisaged that approximately 300
double-engine light-class general pur-
pose helicopters of 5 tons are needed,
considering the upcoming period of 20
years.
As a result of the work that we conducted
with SSM, we signed the Helicopter Devel-
opment Program in June 2013 and initi-
ated our work with the kickoff meeting
which was held in October 2013 to ensure
that the potential needs are met with local
capabilities and also a helicopter capable
of playing a role in world markets is de-
veloped and produced.
We jointly work with ASELSAN as the 
domestic partner in avionics systems. 

INTERVIEW
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Murat Özpala, Test Pilot of HÜRKUŞ.
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We are also continuing the process of
choosing the engine.

Ümit BAYRAKTAR: Leading aerospace
companies, especially Airbus and Boeing,
considerably increased the figures in 
the aircraft orders in recent years. What
sort of a share is taken by TAI from this
expansion in civilian aviation? What kind
of a work is conducted in order to 
increase this share?
Muharrem DÖRTKAŞLI: As you may
know, the civilian aviation market is now
in a growth trend throughout the world.
Both Boeing and Airbus increased their
orders and also we can easily see this in
20-year estimations of these two giants
and make our planning accordingly. As
you also know, the structural component
production activities that we have con-
ducted with the mentioned main produc-
ing companies until now achieved an
important place in terms of our com-
pany’s turnover. We believe that supplying
the international platform producing
companies with components as the sole
resource is naturally caused by partner-
ships that were established in the past.
In the new period, we increased the num-
ber of monthly deliveries of Segment-18
part of A320 family to 42 which is under
our production responsibility, and we did
it as the sole source producer for Airbus.
According to our estimations, these fig-
ures will increase to 48 in 2016. Our

aileron deliveries will increasingly con-
tinue for the A350XWB in which we are the
design partner. Moreover, within the
scope of the project that we signed for the
rudder of A330 aircrafts last year, our de-
liveries will start in upcoming years. We
recently made the first delivery of fixed
trailing edge that we produced for the
CS100 aircraft of Bombardier. We con-
tinue to deliver elevators for the 787 to
Boeing.
With regard to your question, I would also
like to stress that our company has be-
come a world brand in terms of compo-
nent production. We see it in our turnover
and also hear positive feedback in inter-
national exhibitions and events. We will
maintain our ongoing efforts by following
developments and tendencies in the world
in line with the same discipline.

TAI, as a risk sharing partner, designed and now produces the ailerons for 
A350 XWB, the Airbus’ new-generation passenger plane.
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Ümit BAYRAKTAR: What has been done by
TAI with regard to the work on developing
a regional aircraft in Turkey or updating
and reproducing a current model?
Muharrem DÖRTKAŞLI: As is known,
there are important plans and projects
which should be implemented by our
country until 2023. The Regional Aircraft
is among the most important one of these.
The work has been actually conducted
under the coordination of Directorate
General of Aviation and Space Technolo-
gies (HUTGM) operating within the Min-
istry of Transportation, Maritime Affairs
and Communications for a while. As TAI,
we share our background and experi-
ences from previous years with them.
As we indicated before, the worldwide
civilian aviation market is in a significant
growth trend. The main producing com-
panies estimate that an average of 35-40
thousand new passenger planes will be
demanded in the next 20 years. It is esti-
mated that the annual average growth
rate will be 3.2% in the world economy
and the air transport will grow by 4.1% in
this period of time.
We are constantly in contact with the
Ministry of Transportation, Maritime Af-
fairs and Communications and HUTGM.
We conduct our meetings with compa-
nies both within the country and abroad.
The negotiations on different business
models and aircrafts are underway. We
work sensitively in order to find the most
appropriate alternative aimed at fulfill-
ing the needs of our country and the re-
gion.

ICDDA 2013 has been a 
Successful Event in 
Every Aspect
Ümit BAYRAKTAR: As in the previous
year, TAI will become platinum sponsor
of the ICDDA event which will be held 
for the second time this year. What is the
importance of this event to you?
Muharrem DÖRTKAŞLI: As the platinum
sponsor of this year, we support the
ICDDA event which was held in March
2013, bringing together domestic and for-
eign produces and sub-industrial firms in
the defence and aerospace sector and
also ensuring that business opportunities
are evaluated. Considering the partici-
pants of last year, we saw that almost all
of the players in the sector participated in
this: the SMEs, prime contractors, equip-
ment suppliers, original equipment man-
ufacturers (OEMs) etc.
For us, the ICDDA 2013 has been a
successful event in every aspect. As
TAI, we support the activities of sub-
industrial firms aimed at; introducing
themselves to domestic and foreign
producing companies, developing the
relations that they establish, and thus
increase their business volume. Ex-
cept bilateral meetings, the panels
conducted on various issues have
made the event more attractive and
allowed sharing of information and
different opinions. Considering the in-
tensive attention of foreign partici-
pants, it’s also pleasing for us in the
sense that it shows the level reached
by our sector.

Ümit BAYRAKTAR: TAI considers
technological advancements and 
capabilities of sub-contractors, and 
thus leaves some fields of activities
and transfer them to sub-contractors.
What are your estimations about the 
quality and volume of such work that
could be transferred this way in the 
upcoming period?
Muharrem DÖRTKAŞLI: In line with our
vision and mission, our aim is to present
indigenous products and system solutions
and also ensure growth as a whole with
our sub-industry. Within this framework,
our goal is to utilize current sectoral ca-
pabilities and also capacities of the sub-
industrial firms to the greatest extent.
The use of long-termed and integrated
sub-industry is more important for the
prime contractors in order to become
competitive in a shrinking economy.
Today, the effective sub-industry manage-
ment is critically important under cur-
rently dynamic market conditions.
We have transferred jobs totalling 1.6 mil-
lion man-hours to our industry in 2013.
We aim to increase this volume to 1.7 mil-
lion man-hours in 2014 and 2.1 million
man-hours in 2017.
While increasing the volume of the busi-
ness that is transferred, we also increase
the number of firms that we are currently
in cooperation with. Moreover, the busi-
ness lines that are transferred are in-
creasingly diversified. Among the
business lines that we transfer to our
firms are the metallic detailed part pro-
duction, chemical processes, cable equip-

INTERVIEW

TAI performs avionics modernization of C-130 E/B aircrafts in ERCİYES Project.
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ment, set production, composite detailed
part production, sheet metal detailed part
production and sub-assembly work.
During the process of business transfer,
we face two important issues, namely,
quality management system approval and
special process approvals. It is also im-
portant to provide our sub-industries with
raw material supply capabilities in order
to increase and expand the transferred
business volume.

Ümit BAYRAKTAR: What sorts of difficulties
are faced by TAI the most in the course of
working with sub-contractors?
Muharrem DÖRTKAŞLI: SSM’s Industrial
Participation/Offset directive stipulated
domestic and foreign contractors to utilize
the work share of domestic industry and
SMEs in a certain rate.
This situation is an important opportunity
in terms of providing our SMEs with
growth possibilities. Nevertheless, con-
sidering the situation with regards to
prime contractors, there are difficulties
related with finding the SMEs capable of
fully meeting project demands. The SMEs

must exert efforts in order to develop
themselves. It is considerably important
in the defence and aerospace sector to
have received required approvals for cer-
tificates of quality and processes.
We face the quality management system
approval, special process approvals and
the raw material supply issues that I have
just mentioned here as well. It would be
sufficient to receive the AS/EN 9100 certifi-
cate for the quality management system
approval and it was stipulated for the entire
civilian aviation. The special process ap-
provals are made directly by the customer
or accredited institutions. In terms of the
sub-industry firms which are mostly on the
SME status, long approval processes and
related high costs are considered as a fac-
tor that is likely to create difficulties.
In addition to these three issues, we also
face other problems and limitations such
as the considerable circulation of qualified
and trained personnel, the use of products
with shelf lives in a way peculiar to aero-
space sector, as well as the needs with
low numbers and minimum sales amount 
I believe that we will overcome these

problems with the self-sacrificing work
and efforts exerted by all parties and also
establish a healthier ecosystem and
achieve our goals.

Ümit BAYRAKTAR: Is there any issue or
issues that you would like to add?
Muharrem DÖRTKAŞLI: First of all, I
would like to thank you for allowing me to
give up-to-date information about the is-
sues closely followed by public and also
provide information about the aspects of
TAI which are less known by the public.
Besides, I would like to tell your readers
through this interview that I am hopeful
and excited about the future, when I see
the works created by young Turkish engi-
neers almost at the beginning of their ca-
reers and think about what they would be
doing in the upcoming years, as they
strengthen their experiences.

We would like to extend our sincere
thanks and gratitude to the Muharrem
Dörtkaşlı, CEO and President of TAI 
on behalf of our readers for taking 
his time and answering our questions.
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TAI signed a series of 
cooperation agreements 
with sub-industry firms in 
June 2012, including 
0MEGE Teknik.
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Naile BAYRAKTAR
n.bayraktar@milscint.com
Naile BAYRAKTAR: NI develops and 
provides hardware and software tools
covering especially development and test 
activities for engineers and scientists.
Apart from its heritage and past 
successes, what are the main advantages 
of NI’s products and services, when 
compared to competitors?
Feras MOUALLA: National Instruments
(NI) provides one open platform that

consists of integrated modular hardware
and intuitive software, that work to-
gether to build locally high added-value,
custom solutions and systems serving
thousands of applications. This unique
platform is based on the NI Graphical
System Design software: LabVIEW.
Graphical system design is a faster way
for engineers to design systems that
function in the real world. It allows engi-
neers to focus on solving the applica-
tions rather than the computations. The

NI platform-based approach gives de-
sign teams the confidence to build inno-
vative embedded systems without
wasting development time and cost on
custom design. It allows indigenous de-
velopment that results in faster time to
market. Through NI open platform, we
are improving local competitiveness in a
country such as Turkey and allowing en-
gineers to take the IP, develop it and
make it available in the market faster
and with fewer resources.

INTERVIEW

National Instruments 
is Ready to Support Turkey
Towards 2023 Goals

National Instruments (NI), which provides design, test and 
measurement tools for scientist and engineers and supports them
in their scientific and production development work, has become
one of the leading firms in its domain, after being established in
USA in 1976. Last May, NI has organized the Aerospace and 
Defence Symposium in Ankara. We talked NI’s solutions and 
activities in Turkey with Feras Moualla, Area Sales Manager 
(Turkey, Levant & North Africa) of NI.
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An additional advantage of NI, is the Lab-
VIEW/RIO architecture which provides
the best off-the-shelf platform to solve
any demanding control and monitoring
tasks, and allows you to program FPGA
within that open platform.
Moreover, NI's vision revolves around in-
novation. NI is an innovation-driven com-
pany that constantly provides innovative
technologies allowing engineers to solve
engineering and industrial challenges.
Finally, NI focuses on customer success
through constant training and support to
ensure that customers are proficient and
are utilizing the NI technology to its
fullest potential to achieve great out-
comes. 

Naile BAYRAKTAR: You have a concept
called “software defined instruments”.
How this concept will change 
development and test activities?
Feras MOUALLA: Historically, there is a
unique set of instrumentation for a
given system. Traditional Test Systems
often employ “box” instruments mar-
ried to closed systems with inflexible
firmware and functionality, where obso-
lescence and software reuse are a prob-
lem, as well as supporting new 
or emerging test requirements. The chal-
lenge is to employ a new test and 
measurement paradigm that was accom-
plished through software-defined and
synthetic instrumentation. It consists of
reconfigurable systems that link a series
of elemental hardware and software
components with standardized interfaces
to generate signals or make measure-
ments through acquiring, processing,
analysing and displaying data in one sin-
gle, easy-to-use, graphical platform.

Recently, in the Aerospace & Defence
sector the concept of synthetic instru-
mentation has been introduced. How-
ever, NI has been adopting this approach
since its start in 1976 and today refers to
it under the graphical system design ap-
proach. Instead of vendor-defined meas-
urement system, the software-defined
instrument is user-defined, leveraging
productive software and modular I/O
combined with off-the-shelf computing
platforms to deliver a system that ex-
actly meets the users' needs. The sys-
tem also increases flexibility and
performance with a platform that adapts
to changing technology; and lowers
costs by leveraging commercial tech-
nologies.
Software is the most important compo-
nent of software-defined instruments.
With the right software tool as LabVIEW,
engineers and scientists can efficiently
create their own applications, by design-
ing and integrating the routines that a
particular process requires.
As an example of the benefit of software-
defined instruments, one of the things
that presents a challenge for today’s test
engineers is the fact that wireless is
everywhere. Wireless adds additional
tests to the system and makes it chal-
lenging to add these tests without adding
additional test time. Software-defined
instrumentation can assist with a lot of
these challenges. Oftentimes test engi-
neers have to choose individual tradi-
tional instruments for each different
standard that they’re testing. So very
quickly you have a stack of 4-6 dedicated
traditional instruments to test multiple
protocols and DUTs such as in radar.
However, with a modular instrument-

based system using software-defined
hardware, you can actually perform any
combination of wireless tests using the
same hardware in your system assum-
ing it meets your I/O requirements up to
26.5 GHz. This gives you tremendous
performance advantages as well as the
ability to test multiple protocols from a
single hardware platform and achieve
equivalent or better accuracy in your
measurements that you’re performing in
your system.
Software-defined instruments, com-
pared to traditional/box instruments,
allow more flexibility and functional-
ity, accelerated delivery with reduced
cost, as well as the ability to plug in or
network with multiple hardware,
while maintaining ease-of-use and
upgradeability. This is key to address
the various needs for automated test-
ing and embedded systems across the
industry.

Naile BAYRAKTAR: You take 
responsibility with your customers. 
Can you elaborate more on this approach?
Feras MOUALLA: As mentioned in the
first question, one of our main differen-
tiators is that we give crucial attention to
the success of our customers. NI's 
culture focuses on the success of 
all stakeholders: employees, partners,
shareholders and customers. It is the
success and satisfaction of those stake-
holders that drive NI's long-term suc-
cess; and customers' success is very
important. The way we ensure to deliver
on this culture value is by forming large
teams of technical and expert engineers
that provide support, consultancy, train-
ing and assistance to our customers.
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Naile BAYRAKTAR: How NI is organised
in Turkey?  Do you have a representative
or some partner companies?
Feras MOUALLA: Let's start from the
beginning of NI's story. NI was estab-
lished in 1976 in Austin, Texas - United
States. Its main purpose has been to
equip engineers and scientists with tools
that accelerate productivity, innovation
and discovery to meet not only grand but
also daily engineering challenges in an
increasingly complex world. Today, it has
offices in almost 50 countries with 7,410
employees worldwide.
In 2004, NI expanded its reach to the
Middle East and North African region by
opening a head branch office in Lebanon.
In order to further support our Turkish
customers and provide them with more
customized and localized assistance, we
have opened an office in Istanbul with a
local representative team.
On the other hand, one of NI's policies
supports the creation of local companies
that provide custom-defined solutions to
the local market. In Turkey, we encour-
age this policy and push for the growth
of start-up companies working in the
technology field. We have established
several partnerships with local SMEs
and start-ups in Turkey that have joined
the NI Alliance Partner Network and to-
gether, we develop custom solutions
that fit the Turkish industry.

Naile BAYRAKTAR: Regarding defence
and aerospace sectors, currently, 
how does NI cooperate with Turkish 
industry? Can you give figures about total
sales and number of customers?
Feras MOUALLA: NI offers the tools to the
industry, allowing it to build custom solu-
tions that solve industrial and engineering
challenges. NI Technology fits various in-
dustry sectors from aerospace, to energy,
to consumer electronics and others; in
2013 no industry made up more than 15%
of revenue. A great advantage of this inno-

vative technology is its diversification into
the different industry sectors.
NI cooperates with the Turkish aero-
space and defence industry directly or
indirectly through local partners that
offer products and systems to integra-
tion, consulting, and training services.
Annually, NI sells to a customer base ex-
ceeding 35,000 companies, and achieves
an annual revenue exceeding $1 billion.

Naile BAYRAKTAR: How do you support
your products in Turkey? For example,
do you have a team based in Turkey 
to provide on-site support?
Feras MOUALLA: As previously stated,
NI has a local office in Turkey located in
Istanbul at Zincirlikuyu Mah. Kore Şehit-
leri Cad. Yonca Apt A Blok No.: 1 Kat: 2
Daire: 7 Zincirlikuyu - 34394 Şişli.
However, in terms of support and training
NI's presence is all over Turkey, as there
are NI specialized and expert engineers
dedicated for support, customer education
and training.  We provide consultancy, by
actively helping our customers fix their
problems, as well as technical pre and
post-sale support in order to help cus-
tomers in choosing the right products and
to ensure that they are successful with
these products. Worldwide, NI representa-
tives are dedicated to providing customer
support, training and hands-on, serving into
NI's mission to ensure customer success.

Naile BAYRAKTAR: Do you have 
cooperation programs with universities?
If you have, is there any running cooperation
with Turkish universities?
Feras MOUALLA: NI collaborates deeply
with the academic sector, especially with
universities under the philosophy of "in-
spiring and preparing tomorrow's inno-
vators to solve grand challenges by
enabling them to do engineering through-
out their education".
Our drive is to improve the engineering
and science education by preparing the

students for industry challenges through
experiential learning. More than 6,000
universities around the world use the NI
technology to deliver industry-ready stu-
dents upon graduation. Many universities
in Turkey are using NI instruments in
their teaching curriculums such as the
top 10 Turkish universities. 
At NI, we believe that hands-on learning
is what solidifies theoretical concepts and
prepares students for industry or ad-
vanced research. Skills learned in the
classroom paired with platforms that
scale to industry prepare students to
solve the grand challenges of tomorrow;
at NI, we put this into practice by packag-
ing industry-standard technology into ed-
ucation form factors and working with
partners to develop courseware. This not
only helps students develop the capabil-
ities required from the work place, but
also pushes them to innovate and solve
grand industrial and engineering chal-
lenges. Our academic collaboration
translates through the various seminars,
hands-on sessions, and sponsorships
that we hold throughout the academic
year, in order to support universities and
encourage engineering students to actu-
ally "do engineering" and experiment with
industry-like products at an earlier stage.
We also organize a yearly student paper
contest: the Graphical System Design
Musabaka, which encourages students to
work proficiently with NI LabVIEW soft-
ware and drives innovation. We have had
various submissions from Turkish uni-
versities to the GSD Musabaka 2014 such
as: Hacettepe University. Moreover, we
provide universities with different soft-
ware packages that allow them to install
our license software on a university, cam-
pus, faculty and/or department levels, as
well as technical support and training for
professors and faculty members.
Moreover, we consult with various Pro-
fessors and Faculty members to guide
students from an early stage in starting

INTERVIEW
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up their own companies in the technology
field that push the growth and develop-
ment of the Turkish market. These start-
ups develop to be successful business
under the NI alliance partner network.

Naile BAYRAKTAR: There are a large
number of case studies in your web site
and when we take a quick look to the
subjects of these, we see case studies
about platforms like unmanned vehicles,
systems like shooter detection system,
components like universal engine 
electronic control unit and services like
characterizing sound profiles for 
aircrafts. Therefore one can say that 
products and services of NI covers the
whole of land, sea, air or space 
platforms, systems and components.
Turkey is also developing such systems
and components, or conducting projects
to develop them. How can NI support
Turkey in its ambitions for 2023?
Feras MOUALLA: By providing the re-
quired technology to create efficient and
innovative systems, as well as custom so-
lutions built in-house, NI collaborates in
the growth and success of the different in-
dustry sectors, including aerospace and
defence. Demand for test systems for
avionics, engines, electronics and sensors
in addition to platform systems for intelli-
gent applications and simulators, is grow-
ing. NI is able to respond to this demand
by offering high-end technology used to
build custom solutions and systems.
NI focuses on Turkish universities also
allows this growth; we are transforming
traditional engineering education to ex-
periential learning using the same tools
used in the work place. NI is preparing
engineering students to be developers
and innovators in the different industry
sectors. Moreover, Turkish engineering

capabilities, from R&D led by TUBITAK
in Turkey, to academic research capabil-
ities in Turkish Universities have a great
potential to push growth in Turkey.
Finally, NI's support of start-up creation
in the Turkish industry, including the
aerospace and defence sector, will boost
the market and allow it to attain its 2023
objectives.

Naile BAYRAKTAR: Turkey is a 
developing country and one can compare
development of Turkey’s defence and 
aerospace industry with other countries.
Can you give specific examples from 
developing countries like South Korea,
Brazil or Indonesia, where NI supported
development of a specific platform, system
or component in defence, aerospace or
space industry?
Feras MOUALLA: Many examples can
be given from the emerging markets
such as Indonesia, Korea, India and
others. A great example is Captronic
Systems; they began ten years ago as
a start-up company in the technology
domain and are now a great NI Alliance
partner. They have developed various
applications and systems using NI

technology that would relate to Turkey,
among which we can cite the below:
n Developing an Auto-Synchronized

Multiavionics Protocol Data Bus 
Acquisition System: Developing a
custom, three-level solution using 
NI LabVIEW system design software,
NI-Sync software, and the 
industry-standard PXI hardware 
platform, which included multiple 
interfaces with large I/O counts.

n Using PXI Modular Instruments and
LabVIEW for Secondary Surveillance
Radar ATE: Using NI PXI modular 
instruments, along with the NI 
LabVIEW FPGA Module, to create a
customized, scalable solution to test
the entire range of radar function.

Naile BAYRAKTAR: Are there additional
subjects you want to mention?
Feras MOUALLA: To summarize, NI dif-
ferentiates itself through the Graphical
System Design Approach. This approach
consists of a unique and open platform
of modular I/O hardware and intuitive
software; where software becomes the
instrument, allowing the development of
high added-value solutions locally.
Through our local collaboration with uni-
versities, our support to customers, and
our partnerships with start-up compa-
nies in Turkey, we are encouraging and
guiding engineers and scientists to inno-
vate and solve engineering challenges as
well as participating in the growth and
development of the Turkish industry
sectors, including aerospace and de-
fence, and in achieving their objectives.

On behalf of our readers, we would like
to thank Feras Moualla, Area Sales
Manager (Turkey, Levant & North
Africa) of NI for allocating time 
to answer our questions and give 
information to us.
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Introduction
Laser Beam Melting (LBM), also referred to as direct metal
laser sintering/melting (DMLS/DMLM), Laser Cusing, Selective
Laser Melting (SLM), is a powder-based, additive manufactur-
ing process where a 3D part is produced, layer by layer, by
using a high-energy lasers to selectively melt powdered ma-
terials which them fuse during solidification as defined in VDI
3404 (see Figure 1 for schematic LBM process). The process
involves physical binding activated by the heating of the powder
particles using the laser energy. Common post-processes to
improve surface quality may include microblasting, laser re-
melting or laser assisted material removal [1].

Additive manufacturing for metallic functional parts has
started to gain increased attention and awareness for critical
sectors like aerospace in the last years. In 2012, GE Aviation
(GEA) has acquired the assets of Morris Technologies and its
sister company Rapid Quality Manufacturing showing their in-
terest in this new manufacturing technology group. Later on,
GEA has announced their plan to use DMLS/DMLM process for
the production of fuel nozzles utilized in the new generation
engine program LEAP. With this technology, they have obtained
5 times longer product life with a 25% weight reduction. When

produced with conventional techniques, the fuel nozzle was
made of approximately 20 different parts joined with welding
and brazing limiting the part life. With additive manufacturing,
it is now possible to produce the fuel nozzle as a mono part
without any secondary joining techniques. Some examples in-
cluding the fuel nozzle produced by additive manufacturing
methods are demonstrated in Figure 2.

Among many AM technologies, the processes suitable and
commercially available for functional metallic materials are
mainly Laser Beam Melting, Laser Cladding (or laser direct
deposition), Electron Beam Melting and Electron Beam Fabri-
cation (wire fed electron beam based AM process from com-
pany Sciaky). There are other technologies targeting metals
such as sheet lamination or binder jetting but these are less
relevant in terms of direct functional part production, but rather
prototyping [6]. Depending on many criteria such as material
suitability, surface roughness, accuracy, component size,
needed post-processing technologies, etc. one has to decide
which AM technology is best for the application. Choosing the
needed AM technology is most of the times is not the final de-
cision to be made. Among many machine vendors, the most
suitable brand and model have to be decided, which is not al-
ways an easy process to accomplish. All machine vendors usu-

ANALYSIS

Benchmarking for Metal
Additive Manufacturing
In the last decade, additive manufacturing (AM) has gained significant interest for direct
part production and started to change the way companies manufacture products; even
in very demanding sectors like aerospace. The biggest challenge for a wider industrial
acceptance still stands as the need for more reliable, repeatable and precise machines
for additive manufacturing. This paper presents a benchmarking study for the selection
of a laser beam melting equipment. Four different machine vendors for the same 
technology to be employed for aero engine part manufacturing using Inconel 625 powder
have been involved for comparing different machine specifications. Many aspects such
as dimensional accuracy, surface quality, need of support structures, density, hardness
and process limits (minimum wall thickness, overhang surfaces, inclinations and 
curvatures, etc.) were studied but only geometrical features are addressed in this paper.

Dr. Evren Yasa, Özgür Poyraz, Aydın Yağmur, 
Rifat Yılmaz, Semih Pilatin
Technology Programs, TUSAS Engine Industries, Inc.
Eskişehir, Turkey

1 X-Y scanner
2 solidification zone
3 generated Part
4 support structure
5 build tray
6 build paltform

with retractable
table

7 coater with 
powder delivery
systemFigure 1. Schematical Laser Beam Melting process [1]

Figure 2. Some examples of additively 
manufactured parts for aerospace: stator, 

bracket, LPT blade by Electron Beam Melting and 
fuel nozzle [2-5]
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ally claim to manufacture the state-of-the-art machines and
there is unfortunately no standard yet established for machine
qualification or acceptance testing in the open literature. Com-
panies in need of an LBM machine usually specify their own ac-
ceptance testing procedures or use the machine vendors’ own
established qualification procedures. Not only companies to buy
a machine, but also the research institutes carry out bench-
marking studies to compare different processes and also dif-
ferent machines. Some examples of benchmark designs are
given in Figure 3. With benchmarking, Vandenbroucke and
Kruth focused on identification of the process limits regarding
the accuracy, surface roughness, density, mechanical proper-
ties and stair effect for two different materials for dental appli-
cations and the tests were carried out on Concept Laser M3
machine aiming at optimizing the process parameters for max-
imum part performance [11]. Kruth et al., in [12], compare dif-
ferent additive manufacturing technologies, i.e. Selective Laser
Sintering (SLS) and LBM, for evaluating these processes as
rapid manufacturing technologies rather than prototyping. They
have concluded that the real breakthrough of SLS and LBM
technologies in other industries than medical parts and tooling
inserts, depend on further improvements in process accuracy
and productivity [12]. Campanelli et al., in [13], also investigate
the process capabilities and performance of the LBM process
by testing density, accuracy and mechanical properties con-
cluding that the process is capable of producing almost full den-
sity parts with good mechanical properties with a good accuracy
for nominal dimensions greater than 400 µm. [13]. Although
most of the studies target at exploring process capability/limits,
some studies more focus on equipment comparison for a single
process as given by Mantel in [14].
In this paper, the results of a benchmarking study carried out
to select the most suitable LBM equipment for aerospace ap-
plications are presented. The procedure was first to design a
benchmarking part, which is actually a modified version of the
one presented in [7] due to timing issues (see Figure 4 for the
design used in this study). This benchmark part design was
sent to four LBM machine vendors (Renishaw, Concept Laser

GmbH, EOS GmbH Electro Optical Systems, and SLM Solu-
tions GmbH) to build the parts in Inconel 625. It was mainly
specified that: 1) Support structures may be utilized for over-
hang surfaces but they should be removed before delivery; 2)
Heat treatments only for stress relief are allowed; 3) Material
removal processes such as grinding or polishing are not al-
lowed. After the parts were delivered by TEI, they were evalu-
ated in terms of detail resolution, geometrical accuracy,
surface quality, density and hardness comparing the results
with each other but only results regarding geometrical fea-
tures are presented in this study.

Benchmark Geometrical Evaluation
As a starting point, the part design were sent to all four machine
vendors in .stp format and no specific direction for the build di-
rection was given although in ASTM 52921 standard specifies 
Z-axis as the build direction in its definition. Z-axis, for processes
employing planar layerwise addition of material, shall run nor-
mal to the layers [15] (see Figure 5a). However, not all machine
vendors used the same axis for the build direction. For manu-
facturing the inclined walls with holes on, two of the machine
vendors (V1 and V4) chose to build the benchmark part along Y-
axis. In this case, there was no need to support the inclined walls
whereas the small pin and the pipe detail needed to be sup-
ported. Although no polishing was allowed on the parts, probably
due to very bad surface quality on the curved surface, some pol-
ishing may have been applied for the case of V4 as depicted in
Figure 5b whereas Figure 5c shows the difficulty of making the
boss detail in the selected build direction. The machine vendors
were also asked to send the parts without supports which was
not the case for V3. Moreover, during cutting the part from the
base plate, the thin section connection overhang inclined walls
and the main body was lost for V3. The geometrical details of the
benchmark parts are demonstrated in Figure 6 regarding sharp-
ness of vertical walls, boss, top surface, overhang inclined walls,
pipe detail and others. The geometrical details of the benchmark
were generally made successfully by all four vendors with a few
exceptions despite the quality difference. The summary of the
results in terms of geometrical features are as follows:
n The sharp edges with different angles were best 

manufactured by V1 and V3 although they used a different
build direction (all build directions were shown on the 
pictures. If not, it is from the page upwards or downwards).
There is a lack of straightness for the sharp edges of V2 and
V4 as shown in the first two rows of Figure 6.

Figure 3. Benchmark designs from different studies a) [7] b) [8] c) [9] d) [10]

Figure 4. Benchmark design used in this study

Figure 5. a) Generic AM machine system and coordinates [15] b) Traces of polishing c)
overhang surfaces for the boss detail for V4
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n The boss detail is actually a tower of cylinders with 
decreasing radii as shown in the third row of Figure 6 
(nominally from bottom to up 5, 2, 1 and 0.5 mm 
respectively). The smallest cylinder with a diameter of 
0.5 mm was only successfully made by V3 with an accuracy
of approximately 20 µm. All others failed to produce the 

smallest diameter properly. The complete boss of V4 is 
unacceptable due to bad surface on the overhang side 
due to teh build direction selection The cylindiricity of the
boss made by V1 is also unacceptable due to the same 
reason. The surface quality and thus sharpness of the boss
is best by V2 (see row 3&4 in Figure 6).

ANALYSIS

Figure 6. Benchmark details
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n The pipe detail is probably one of the most difficult features
on the benchmark. The details of this feature on V3 is not
clear due to supports. The selected build direction for 
V4 made it very difficult to produce this feature whereas V1
successfully made this feature along the same build 
direction with V4, probably due to good design of the 
supports. V2 has made it successfully with the dross 
formation on the overhang surface with a good surface 
quality both inside and outside of the feature
(see row 5 in Figure 6).

n The overhang inclined walls were successfully made by 
V1 and V4 due to the build direction. For V2 and V3, 
there was a need to support overhang walls with two 
maximum overhang angles. The removal of all support
structures was successful for V2 although some particles
remained trapped in the root (see row 6 in Figure 6).

n The holes with different diameters (5, 2, 1 and 0.5 mm) were
best made by V2 with an accuracy of approximately 100 µm
whereas for V4 the accuracy for the hole diameters 
is around 200 µm. Due to the selected build direction, V1 
and V4 benchmarks show a dross formation on one side 
of the holes for almost all of the diameters. Moreover, 
the holes with a diameter of 1 and 0.5 mm are partially
blocked for V1. For V3, the hole with a diameter of 0.5 
is totally blocked whereas the hole with a diameter of 
1 mm is partially blocked due to partially melted powder
particles sticking in the holes (see row 7 in Figure 6).

n The overhang surface on the side of the benchmark all 
seem to be made with supports for the rectangular hole 
(see row 8 in Figure 6). However, the form of both features
were not good for V1, V2 and V4 with accuracy values greater
than 200 µm. For V3, the geometrical accuracy was less than
100 µm despite the support structure is still present for the
rectangular geometry and makes it difficult to evaluate.

n The last observed feature is the thin walls with a nominal
thickness of 250 µm. For V4, it was not possible to make the
walls in the build direction properly. For V1, the same 

problem appeared but the horizontal thin wall was 
manufactured with a higher thickness (~580 µm) due 
to dross formation whereas the straightness of the vertical
wall is not acceptable. The best thin walls were made with
V2 and V3. However, the side surface quality of the thin walls
was very bad for V3 while the accuracy is higher than the
one of V2.

Conclusions
A comprehensive benchmarking study for the selection of an ad-
ditive manufacturing machine for laser beam melting process has
been presented in this study. Four different equipment providers
for LBM to be employed for aero engine part manufacturing using
Inconel 625 powder have been involved for comparing different
machine specifications. Many aspects such as dimensional accu-
racy, surface quality, geometrical resolution, need of support
structures, density, hardness and process limits are addressed
in the study. To conclude, it can be stated that laser beam melting
technology is getting more and more mature every day for many
diverse industrial sectors. However, it can still not be said that it
is a directly plug and play technology for functional part produc-
tion for applications with high requirements as commonly mis-
taken in public due to the easiness of personal 3D printers. For
each application, in terms of part and material properties, the
process has to be developed and optimized for best performance.
Moreover, for the machine selection, there are other factors than
part properties, which should be taken into account such as
equipment price, lead time, warranty time, consumables, optional
functions or modules, etc. A decision matrix can be utilized to
weigh each factor according to the specific needs. More details
regarding other aspects of the benchmark parts, such as density,
hardness and microstructure, can be found in [16].
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Shrinking defence budgets across the USA and Europe de-
eply affects export markets; companies try to offset the
decline at their home markets with export successes.

But the emerging defence markets demands weapons and es-
tablishment of domestic defence industries at the same time.
This means having a superior weapon system is not enough;
willingness to share technology and a reputation for sharing
technology are important as well. Saab’s track of industrial
cooperation with the countries that selected Gripen provides
this reputation for the company.
Saab Gripen is already a success story on the export market.
The aircraft has been selected by Czech Republic, Hungary,
South Africa and Thailand. It is also being used by the UK at its
Empire Test Pilots’ School. Saab’s approach to industrial coo-
peration is to start long before there is a contract to sign. That
was, for instance, the case in Hungary. In 1994, almost ten
years before Hungary signed up for its Gripen fighters, Saab
and other Swedish companies in the Saab network made large
investments in Hungary. Saab has successfully been running
offset campaigns in Czech Republic, Hungary and South Africa.
The case is no different for Brazil. The official announcement
states Gripen NG is selected by Brazil, but the contract nego-
tiations for the 36 aircraft continue. Saab, once again, started
cooperation with Brazilian firms long before Gripen NG’s se-
lection. In 2009, an agreement was signed regarding develop-
ment and production of the rear and intermediate fuselage
sections, wings and landing gear doors for Gripen NG between
Saab and Akaer, which is a Brazilian engineering company and
one of the major suppliers of development services to the Bra-
zilian aerospace and defence industry. As the agreement was
signed, Brazilian engineers were stationed in Sweden to ac-

SPECIAL COVERAGE

Saab Continues
Its Successful 
Industrial
Cooperation 
Activities 
with Brazil
In the past decade, Brazil has been
seeking to select its next generation
fighter aircraft. The country first 
started F-X Project, then cancelled 
it and restarted its effort to modernize
its air force with F-X2 Project. F-X2 has
its own up and downs, but Brazil finally
announced that it selected Saab’s 
Gripen NG on 18th of October, 2013.
Brazil’s selection of Gripen NG not only
reflects the aircraft’s superior 
properties; it also highlights 
Saab’s willingness of sharing 
technology with Brazil.
K. Burak CODUR
b.codur@milscint.com
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quaint themselves with the NG project, participating in the de-
velopment, and learning about Saab’s requirements and met-
hods in the form of technology transfer through on the job
training. During 2010, the Akaer team participated in the con-
ception phase including design, stress, tooling and industria-
lization. The activity migrated to the company’s certified
facilities in Brazil in the course of the year. Late in October,
2010, Akaer released to Saab the first 3D model and production

drawing for the Gripen NG.

Primes of Sweden and Brazil 
Cooperate for Gripen NG
Embraer, one of the leading aerospace
companies in the world, will be Saab’s
main partner in Brazil. On 11th of July,
2014, Saab announced signature of a
Memorandum of Understanding bet-
ween Saab and Embraer to partner in
joint programme management for the
F-X2 Project. Under this agreement,
Embraer will perform a leading role in
the overall programme performance as
well as undertake an extensive share of
work in the production and delivery of
both the single and two-seat versions of
the state-of-the-art Gripen NG aircraft
for the Brazilian Air Force. Embraer will
coordinate all development and pro-

duction activities in Brazil on behalf of Saab and, in addition to
its own extensive work packages, will participate in systems
development, integration, flight tests, final assembly and deli-
veries.
Furthermore, Embraer and Saab will be jointly responsible for
the complete development of the two-seat version of the Gri-
pen NG, at the same time that a strategic partnership for future
global promotion and marketing of both single and two-seat
versions is being discussed between the two companies.
Overall, Saab’s Transfer of Technology (ToT) programme for
Brazil will guarantee full involvement in future capability de-
velopment and maximize Brazilian industrial autonomy thro-
ugh the transfer of unique and highly advanced competencies.
The ToT will include:
n Design, development and integration of hardware, 

avionics, software and systems on the Gripen NG and
n Transfer of Advanced Technologies and key High-Tech 

competencies for example Sensor Fusion, 
Low-Observability (LO) and Stealth.

Saab guarantees access to all levels of technology, including
full access to Gripen NG source codes. Saab foresees that 80%
of the 36 fighters on order could be fully manufactured in Brazil
and the company’s plan is for Brazil to become an export base
for Gripens.
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Ultimate Goal: Zero-Defect in 
Goods and Services
FNSS initiated the supplier certification activities in the second
quarter of 2011. With these activities, the company aims to:
n Increase productivity,
n Decrease costs,
n Improve the delivery performance of suppliers,
n Decrease the rates of rejection of the parts delivered by the

suppliers, and
n Introduce new and qualified companies to the domestic 

defence industry, as stated in the strategic plan published
by the SSM.

The ultimate goal of these activities is to ensure zero-defect
goods and service procurement. In this context, FNSS arouses
the following expectations from the suppliers:
n Timely delivery,
n Complete documents and certificates requested along 

with the product,
n Conformity with the packing and shipping conditions,
n Total possession of the order; e.g. paying the necessary 

attention of controlling such issues as painting or coating
which are carried out by third parties as much as the 
production of the part itself, and

n Performing root analyses for the issues that are identified
with nonconformity in the monthly reports, determination
of root factors of these nonconformities, and implementation 
of the necessary procedures in order to prevent their 
recurrence.

SPECIAL COVERAGE

FNSS’ Approved 
Supplier Family Grows

In accordance with the objective 
mentioned in the 2012-2016 Strategic 

Plan of the Undersecretariat for Defence
Industries of Turkey (SSM), namely 

“increasing the local procurement ratio
via creating supply chains spread over

tiers”, FNSS aims to work with the 
sub-industry companies starting from the

design stage of its products and chooses
its approved suppliers accordingly. 

Carrying out its activities with the vision 
of sharing with the sectoral public, 
FNSS had organized the first FNSS 

Approved Supplier Certificate Ceremony in
2012. This year, third annual of the 

ceremony was held on March 12 at FNSS
headquarters.

Ümit BAYRAKTAR / ubayraktar@milscint.com
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Challenging Processes
Supplier choice and evaluation methods are categorized
under four main headings at FNSS (Figure 1). First stage can
be defined as pre-evaluation stage. In this stage, the com-
panies that have somehow contacted FNSS to be later qua-
lified as candidate companies undergo a pre-evaluation
stage. Those which are considered suitable pass through an
investigation mostly on their quality management system.
In this investigation, the extent to which operational compe-
tences and administrative structures of these enterprises
could meet the needs and requirements of FNSS is also
taken into account. In the second stage, identified findings
and the areas that are open to improvement are submitted
to the companies as a report. FNSS then requests feedback
from the companies using the documentation entitled “Cor-
rective-Preventive Activity Request”. Feedback of the com-
panies are then examined and finalized by FNSS following
in-situ follow-ups and investigations. After all these activi-
ties, a certain investigation score is given for the companies.
FNSS builds up commercial relationships only with those
companies which achieve a certain investigation score and
meet certain criteria.
Third stage of the process consists of performance follow-
ups of the shipments received from the suppliers during the
course of commercial relations that are initiated with the fi-
nalization of above mentioned activities. Follow-up is carried
out by means of monthly reports. In this context, rejection
rates that are determined during the inspection stage at the
source of shipped materials or entry quality control inspec-
tion stage at FNSS are followed. The impacts of these rejec-
tion rates on the performance scores of companies are
recorded. Moreover, time planning which is of a great im-
portance for FNSS and the conformity performance of the
companies with these time tables are considered. Noncon-
formities for all these issues are reported to the companies

and they are expected to initiate several preventive actions
against these nonconformities.
At the last stage of the process, FNSS makes a classification
after calculating the performance scores and investigation sco-
res of the companies using certain coefficients. Commercial
relationships are maintained with those companies that ac-
hieve classifications of C and above; D-class companies have
the opportunity to be upgraded in case they implement certain
improvements; and F-class companies are eliminated from the
list of suppliers.
A different scale is used for Approved Supplier Certificate. A
certificate is issued for A and B-class companies; and C-class
companies gain the status of the closest candidates to be qua-
lified for a certificate. The certificates are valid for a period of
two years and their scopes are determined according to the
activity fields of the companies.
Certification process continues for one year and at the be-
ginning of each year, certificates are awarded to the suppli-
ers following their ambitious work in the previous year.
FNSS uses an online portal in order to make supplier-rela-
ted procedures faster and more effective. Through this plat-
form, suppliers can have access to the details regarding the
orders placed on their name and the materials they have
shipped.

Fields of Activity Number of Suppliers
Metal Processing and Welding 32
Electronics - Cabling 10
Rubber Manufacturing 4
Painting - Coating 3
Hydraulics - Pneumatics System 3
Others (Textiles, Serigraphy... etc.) 1
Total 53

Table 1. Distribution of FNSS' Approved Suppliers
According to Their Fields of Activity
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Approved Suppliers 
Earn More
Current status of approved suppli-
ers at FNSS is as follows:
n Number of domestic companies

that supply materials: Approx. 300
n Number of companies 

investigated for the Supplier 
Approval Certificate: Approx. 110

n Number of domestic companies
awarded with the Supplier
Approval Certificate: 53

n Share of the certified 
companies out of the total 
orders placed: Approx. 64%

Table 1 shows the distribution of
the companies according to their
activity areas. As a requirement of
the process, certified companies
are subject to recurring visits in
the future.

Remarkable Messages from Kurt
K. Nail Kurt,FNSS General Manager and CEO, addressed a
speech at the ceremony organized in March, where the com-
panies were awarded with approved supplier certificates at
the end of the evaluation process. He emphasized several
important messages in his speech. Confirming that they
have maintained in-depth relationships with the sub-in-
dustry since the establishment of the company, Kurt stated
that with up-to-date criteria, they achieved a domestic con-
tribution figure of 65 to 70% in the production of armoured
fighting vehicle (AFV) with the help of sub-industry. Kurt also
mentioned that during this process, they had significant con-
tributions on the development of sub-industry companies
and supported some companies in their first investments.
He also stated that as of 2005, a new era began and FNSS
started to work on vehicles with indigenous design. Under-
lining that one of the fundamental principles of this new era

was to include the sub-industry starting from the first stage,
he accepted that this transformation could not be realized
all of a sudden and that they had still a long way to take to
that end.
According to the information Kurt provided, FNSS has rea-
lized a total work load of approximately 3.5 billion dollars
since its establishment. With a rough estimate, the com-
pany transferred 400-450 million dollars of this amount to
the sub-industry. In the following years, it is projected that
at least this rate is maintained, or even increased along
with the inclusion of the sub-industry to the design stage.
According to the strategic plan updated by FNSS last year,
the company aims to achieve a turnover of around 500 mil-
lion dollars in 3 to 4 years. In this whole context, within the
following 5 to 6 years, it is possible to achieve a work vo-
lume as large as the amount transferred to the sub-in-
dustry.

SPECIAL COVERAGE

K. Nail Kurt, FNSS General Manager and CEO
Figure 1. Flow chart of the FNSS’ process 

to award certificate to approved suppliers.
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ADVERTORIAL

SDT’s MS&T solutions include 3D Visualization and Databa-
ses, Synthetic Environments, Embedded Training Systems,
Shooter Training Systems and Air Combat Training

Systems, which are examples of “Training Support” branch of si-
mulation. Combining MS&T capabilities with other core areas of
expertise, SDT started offering simulation solutions also for “En-
gineering Support” and “Analysis Support”. Such solutions are
currently being used in analysis, development and test environ-
ments of real life military equipment (missiles, sensors, coun-
termeasures, etc.).

Training Support
SDT provided the Tactical Environment Software (TES) and 3D Model
Library (3DM) to HAVELSAN’s Blackhawk, Seahawk and Cougar
Helicopter Simulators
(HELSIM) for Turkish
Army and Navy. These
simulators are used in
pilot and operator trai-
ning in “Virtual” and
“Constructive” envi-
ronments and thus re-
quire high fidelity
visualization and Computer Generated Forces (CGF) modelling.
The company also successfully developed and integrated Em-
bedded Training Systems (ETS) for fighters of Turkish Air Force
and for missile operators of ROKETSAN’s OMTAS missiles. The
systems satisfied a number of high-level real-time performance
requirements considering the participation of “Live” elements
into the simulation environments. 
In particular to the fighter ETS, SDT developed high fidelity mo-
dels of aircraft systems (Radar, RWR, CM/ECM, Missiles) and
CGF simulations. The system required full Operational Flight
Program (OFP) integration via aerial data buses (MIL-STD-1553)
and went through several ground and flight tests.
Another one of SDT’s current simulation programs includes the
development of the entire software solution of Shooter Training
System (ATESIM) for Turkish Special Forces. Within this prog-
ram, SDT is providing Data Management, Network Management,
Scenario Planning and Execution, Human Characters Simulation
and Animation, 3D Surround Sound Simulation, 3D Models Lib-
rary and 3D Visualization Software (Image Generator - IG) and
Evaluation and Reporting software packages. Visualization pac-
kage is especially worth mentioning since SDT uses its own IG
solution in this program that has extensive visual and perfor-
mance capabilities.

In scope of a new program that SDT has recently been awarded
by Turkish Ministry of National Defence, SDT will deliver Air Com-
bat Manoeuvring Instrumentation (ACMI) pods to Turkish Air For-
ces together with its Mission Planning Ground Stations (MPGS)
and ground antennas. The system will extend user’s “Live” trai-
ning capabilities and be an important step towards the achieve-
ment of Live-Virtual-Constructive (LVC) training objectives with
its promising properties in terms of range, capacity, security and
interoperability.

Engineering and Analysis Support
As an engineering and R&D company, SDT uses simulation
systems itself as analysis, development and test tools in support
of its own product development activities and it also offers such
systems in many forms from Hardware-In-The-Loop (HWIL)
systems to standard software packages. 
So far, SDT’s solutions are used in several programs dealing with
effectiveness and efficiency analysis of real Electronic Warfare
(EW) and CM/ECM systems.
SDT’s solutions of this kind include, for example, products de-
signed for Infra-Red (IR) sensors/seekers and Radar/Synthetic
Aperture Radar (SAR) development and test environments.
Having acquired a proven record throughout its first 10 years in
Turkish defence industry, SDT is receiving important requests
from its foreign MS&T customers aligned with its mid-term bu-
siness objectives and progressing in the way of broadening MS&T
product range.

Since its establishment in 2005, SDT finds
Military Simulation and Training (MS&T)
an important area to conduct business in.
Having accomplished several successful
deliveries to Turkish Armed Forces, 
the company has gone through major 
developments in terms of its organization,
processes and infrastructure towards 
the implementation of specific product
lines to satisfy both local and foreign 
customer needs.

SDT’s Military Simulation
& Training Solutions
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MSI Defence Review: First of all, could
you please give us some information
about your fields of activity, number 
of your employees and your turnover 
in order to allow our readers to get 
a clearer idea about Hexagon Studio?
Tolga DOĞANCIOĞLU: Hexagon Studio is
the largest independent design and engi-
neering company of Turkey with a capital
of 100% Turkish. We have achieved a
turnover amounting to 38 million liras (ap-
proximately 16.750.000 dollars) as from
the end of 2013. Hexagon Studio consists
of human resources encompassing 260
people and takes places on its premises
covering an area of 9,900 m2, including a
production area of 4,500 m2, in TAYSAD
Organized Industrial Zone.
The majority of our personnel comprise
engineers, designers and industrial de-

signers. Some of them own a degree in
master of sciences. We also have a proto-
type production team of 45 people. Our
premises have been established within a
setup, which is capable of completing in-
tegrated industrial design, conceptual de-
velopment, computer-aided design and
engineering simulation processes,
preparing the prototypes with regard to
design and carrying out design verification
tests on these prototypes. We are a re-
search and development centre, approved
by the Ministry of Science, Industry and
Technology. If I’m not mistaken, we are
the one and only research and develop-
ment centre in Turkey, covering all of the
activities ranging from industrial design to

all engineering activities. In terms of size,
only our institution is capable of perform-
ing these activities and working in multi-
ple sectors in Turkey. Our company today
feels right proud of taking place in more
complicated projects requiring advanced
technological solutions thanks to the ex-
periences and accumulation of knowledge
that it has acquired from its successfully
completed projects in such fields as auto-
motive, defence industry and composite
boat since it was founded in 2005.
We have been changing the name of one of
our main activity fields from “automotive”
into “transportation” recently, because we
have reached a point in which we could fur-
nish services concerning automotive prod-
ucts, as well as rail transportation.
Supporting its engineering background
with its model and prototype manufactur-

INTERVIEW

Reliable Partner:
Hexagon Studio
Hexagon Studio, a design and engineering company 
furnishing services for various sectors mostly consisting of
defence and maritime, is among the qualified solution 
partners of prime contractor companies operating in 
important projects as part of defence industry. As long as
the defence industry puts its signature to original projects,
Hexagon Studio’s function and importance in the sector 
becomes prominent. We discussed the company’s capabilities
and projects with General Manager Tolga Doğancıoğlu.
Ümit BAYRAKTAR / ubayraktar@milscint.com
Dr. Savaş BİÇER / s.bicer@milscint.com

Hexagon Studio participated in the development of
Karsan’s taxi vehicle proposal for New York City.
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Hexagon Studio develops automated ammunition 
guidance, transfer and feeding systems for 
Self-Propelled Low Altitude Air Defence 
Gun System Project.
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ing capacity, Hexagon Studio has been pro-
ceeding on its way in line with its mission
to produce original solutions for its sector
shareholders in the entire process of de-
sign and development starting from the es-
tablishment of product concept up to
support for serial production.

We Consider Ourselves 
as a Solution Partner
MSI Defence Review: How would you 
list the qualities and characteristics of
Hexagon Studio which distinguish it from
its rivals and make it an important 
partner of prime contractors?
Tolga DOĞANCIOĞLU: We are the largest
research and development company with
a capital of 100% Turkish, except for the
prime contractors operating in Turkey. We
are capable of supporting our customers
in the entire design and development
cycle starting from design up to serial
production and the preparation phase.
Considering our human resources, soft-
ware/hardware infrastructure and model
and prototype manufacturing capabilities,
we can easily say that our position is able
to provide our customers with sustainable
and integrated engineering solutions. We
consider ourselves not as a service
provider, but as a solution partner. In this
respect, we are determined to conduct
projects of prime contractors in our in-
dustry with a sense of discipline and pro-
tection to a degree which would be
displayed only by them.
Considering both the co-founders’ indus-
trial background and our managerial staff
experienced in the sector, we are capable
of correctly perceiving the problems we
face and producing solutions for them from
a different point of view. Besides our focus
on results and solutions, we are disciplined
to manage our activities through our

processes. In this regard, it wouldn’t be
wrong to indicate that we display a stance
which would be shown by a prime contrac-
tors in the face of a need or problem.

MSI Defence Review: In consideration 
of the fact that you combine such a range
of different disciplines, are you criticized
for being an expensive or luxurious 
service provider?
Tolga DOĞANCIOĞLU: Whenever you talk
to any manufacturer today, you would al-
ways hear about such problems: The de-
signer does not accept his/her fault. For
the manufacturer, it’s a problem of indus-
trial design. And the designer would say,
“This problem derives from manufactur-
ers, because they can’t manufacture it
with the tolerance that I show.” Actually
there are management and communica-
tion costs to ensure harmonized work be-
tween the industrial designer and
manufacturer. The industrial designer,
manufacturer and engineer are under the
same roof in Hexagon Studio. Accordingly,
we are capable of solving a problem in 24
hours and implement the solution. The
greatest contribution that we made in the
projects we have undertaken was our abil-
ity to manage this total chain of values in a
rapid fashion. For us, the problem is im-
portant and we consider ourselves re-
sponsible for solving the problem. As a
result, if a project merely consists of the
surfacing activity, it wouldn’t be quite rea-
sonable to work with Hexagon Studio on
that issue. But if there is a problem with a
weapon system, a turret or radar system,
it wouldn’t be productive for the prime
contractor to deal with details of such a
problem, as he/she already tackles many
problems. In such a case, the prime con-
tractor could transfer a problem to us to
ensure its solution, and for example deter-

mine its electronic and mechanic inter-
faces, means of communication, volume
and weight; and we would manage that
part of the problem thoroughly in accor-
dance with the time schedule requested by
him/her and conduct all of the related en-
gineering activities in line with the prime
contractor’s working discipline. This is the
greatest advantage that we bring in. But,
for example, if a company transfers a tur-
ret analysis to a company, the mechanic
design to another company and metal cut-
ting to another one, they would have to
exert efforts two or two and a half times
more than working with us in order to
manage all of these. Why would they need
us? The company’s competence or capac-
ity might be insufficient or it might be in-
capable of managing some works.
Similarly, we have a certain capacity and
there are some companies which we as-
sign work and with which we work to-
gether. But we don’t transfer
responsibilities; we are the responsible
ones. We are responsible for taking and
transferring the work.

Concept of Virtual Product is
Considerably Important for
Defence and Aerospace
MSI Defence Review: When we have a
look at Hexagon Studio’s Product 
Development Cycle, we see a step 
called “virtual product.” A great many
companies underscore such capabilities
as computer-aided design, modelling
and simulation; on the other hand, 
Hexagon Studio attracts attention for
making a virtual product prominent 
in its development cycle and seems 
to be one step ahead concerning the
issue. Could you give us some more 
information about your opinions on the
concept of virtual product?

Hexagon Studio worked on different parts of
MİLGEM Project.
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Tolga DOĞANCIOĞLU: The most critical
step in the process of design and devel-
opment is the stage in which the proto-
type product emerges. In a period in
which considerable amount of money
started to be spent in order to supply
means of production such as moulding,
fixture and template for the prototype
products at different maturity levels
and the tests aimed at verifying and
confirming the design on mentioned
prototype products are performed, we
see what sorts of results would be
yielded at the end of the entire design
work that we conduct until that stage.
We seize the opportunity of objectively
observing degree to which functional
and performance requirements ex-
pected from the product are met by the
design that we put forth on prototypes.
The step that we define as “virtual prod-
uct” consists of a stage in which the
final product that we design on a com-
puter are compared with computer-
aided engineering simulations and data
from sub-system and component-level
laboratory tests which are conducted in
the same process as these simulations,
and thus the corrections and updates
which are considered necessary in
terms of design are carried out. To sum
up, we can foresee all of the possible
problems that we might face before the
prototype product production phase
that requires considerably high costs
with the help of computer-aided engi-
neering analyses and laboratory tests
that we conduct on the “virtual prod-
uct,” and thus update the designs.
Considering high prototype costs in the
field of defence and aerospace, the im-
portance of “virtual product” which
takes place on a couple of different lev-
els in our product development phase
emerges once again. The failure of such
prototype products amounting to hun-
dreds of thousands, even millions of
dollars not only brings a burden, but
also creates negative impacts on the
product development phase which gets
shorter day by day in today’s difficult
competitive environment. In this regard,
we especially emphasize the added
value created by “virtual product” in the
design and development phase.

MSI Defence Review: Is there any tool
developed by Hexagon Studio itself in 
any step of the Product Development
Cycle? For example, a simulation 
software or a bench?

Tolga DOĞANCIOĞLU: We have the in-
terfaces and codes that we develop by
ourselves. We create small programs
in order to quickly process data from
complicated finite element models and
carry out time-consuming and labour
intensive detailed activities automati-
cally. As an example to such work,
there is the identification of solid mode
and acoustic characteristics in engine
and power transfer systems, as well as
ambient noise characteristics, fre-
quency response function analysis, and
the codes that we have prepared in
order to establish an automatic opti-
mization model.

MSI Defence Review: In which projects
did Hexagon Studio take part in terms 
of the field of defence and aerospace?
Would you like to go into particular 
detail with regard to one of these 
projects as part of this interview?
Tolga DOĞANCIOĞLU: As Hexagon Stu-
dio, we have worked as a sub-contrac-
tor since 2008 up to now as a part of
the design and development process of
mechanic systems which are used
mostly on the naval and land plat-
forms. The projects for which we have
furnished turnkey services as part of
mechanic design, computer-aided en-

gineering simulations, planning and
execution of verification tests, proto-
type product manufacturing and prod-
uct support could be summarized as
follows:
n Automated ammunition guidance,

transfer and feeding systems,
n Shock and vibration extinction 

platforms for electro-optic target
marking systems,

n Target indicator set,
n Water bomb launcher turret and 

base plate,
n 76 mm artillery gun case,
n Ammunition transfer and storage 

simulator,
n Air conditioning chamber air channel

design for aerial platforms,
n Navigating bridge control console 

for ships.
Furthermore, we are currently working
on a stripless ammunition feed mecha-
nism which is used in the KORKUT
Weapon System Vehicle.
As for abroad, we have completed a work
on decreasing the weight without mak-
ing any concessions from endurance on
an armoured tactic vehicle produced by
a Middle Eastern company and re-
designed it in order to improve the vibra-
tion characteristics of chassis-body
interface connections.

INTERVIEW

Shock waves formed at the exit of 
barrels with suppressors are among
the fields that Hexagon Studio is 
working in.
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MSI Defence Review: You took part in 
a project within the scope of the 7th 
Framework Program of the EU. 
Do you carry out other sorts of work 
abroad except for this?
Tolga DOĞANCIOĞLU: Within the scope
of the 7th Framework Program of the
EU, we became the project partner in the
“DirectSpare” project which was con-
ducted in 2009-2012. We represented
Turkey with the +90 company in a project
involving a total of 15 companies from
seven countries. This project suggested
use of additive manufacturing for the
spare parts supply on-site without caus-
ing any production with high number of
items and elevated storage costs. Within
the scope of this project, we were re-
sponsible for carrying out computer-
aided simulation work with regard to
components on which designs were
modified in accordance with additive
manufacturing.
We also started to take part in two new
international projects this year. As part
of a project initiated by ITEA2, which is
the software intensive services cluster of
the EUREKA program, with project part-
ners from Germany, Finland, Spain and
Sweden, we are trying to develop an em-
bedded software program with an open
resource code to be used in automotive
sector. The second project in which we
are a partner is called the “Hydrogen
Fuel Celled Modular Range-Increasing
Development Project for Electrical Vehi-
cles” within the scope of ERA-NET
Transport III program. Besides us, there
are our project partners from Spain,
Belgium and Sweden in this project.
As Hexagon Studio, our work is not lim-
ited to EU support programs. In 2009-
2010, we successfully completed a light
commercial vehicle development project
by ourselves in compliance with a gaso-
line-compressed natural gas double fuel
system for a European automotive pro-
ducer. We have prepared, managed and
presented to international company a
project aimed at integrating natural gas
tanks into vehicle chassis, designing
high and low pressure fuel lines, as well
as all of the activities which could be

summarized as all virtual simulations
and physical tests that are executed in
order to see the influence of the chang-
ing vehicle structure on vehicle dynam-
ics and also verify the design.
Similarly, we completed a project con-
sisting of conceptual design, pre-level
analyses, prototype production and pre-
level prototype tests aimed at increasing
the total vehicle weight to one tons last
year for another leading European auto-
motive company.
Hexagon Studio’s experiences in inter-
national projects are not limited to the
automotive sector. As I’ve just men-
tioned, we successfully completed our
engineering design work with regard to
optimizing the structural endurance and
weight of an armoured tactical vehicle
and developing the body-chassis con-
nection interfaces by supporting them
with our engineering analyses as well. A
Middle Eastern company operating in
the defence sector was our customer in
this project.
Moreover, we want to be involved in the
projects of companies which come to
Turkey and operate for Turkey’s require-
ments with regard to offset responsibil-
ities. We also regard this as an
opportunity of introducing ourselves to
the companies which could consider us
as a partner. As a result, we want not
only to fulfil their offset responsibilities,
but also to develop cooperation based on
an actual win-win. Furthermore, we
want to carry out business for the third
countries with them. We follow the
SSM’s programs towards this end. We
are in constant communication with
them.

MSI Defence Review: Would you like 
to say anything about Hexagon Studio’s
sister companies?
Tolga DOĞANCIOĞLU: In our projects for
automotive and defence industry sectors
in which we need rapid prototype meth-
ods, we have close relations with +90,
which is our sister company. We have
been working with them with regard to
moulding and production of parts not
only for modelling and prototype pur-

poses, but also for identification of ap-
propriate materials aimed at manufac-
turing the parts which are impossible to
be produced with conventional produc-
tion methods due to their low number
and complicated geometric structures.
In 2010, we conducted a joint work with
+90 regarding the production of proto-
type products within the scope of a proj-
ect aimed at designing and developing
air channels of an air-conditioning
chamber for defence industry. Similarly,
we receive support from them in order
to meet our needs for functional compo-
nents with low numbers in our automo-
tive projects.
Moreover, we have been conducting the
modelling and casting production activ-
ities with the engineering work on motor
yachts and sailboats which are manufac-
tured by Sirena Marine, namely, our sis-
ter company. Likewise, we periodically
carry out project-based work with Hexa-
gon Renewable Energy Inc. and Hexagon
Solid Waste Management Inc. operating
under the roof of Hexagon Global Energy
Resources Inc., which are also our sister
companies.

We would like to thank Hexagon Studio
General Manager Tolga Doğancıoğlu
for taking his time, answering our
questions and giving us information 
on behalf of our readers.
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Hexagon Studio also works on 
analysis of flow of gases at ship’s 
exhaust.
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Gümüş Uzay Savunma Havacılık (GUMUSH) was estab-
lished in 2012 and is the first pico and nanosatellite de-
sign and manufacturing company for academic and civil

industrial use in Turkey and Middle East Region. Capabilities
of GUMUSH can be listed as:
n System Engineering,
n Risk Management,
n Military, academic and civil satellite design 

(pico, cube, nano & micro),
n CubeSat/NanoSat subsystems design,
n Consultancy for Satellite/Space Systems and Projects,
n Satellite Termal and Structural Analyses, Test Planning,
n Asisstant launch service for satellites,
n Solar panel design for specific mission and orbits,
n Communication and Ground Station design,
n CubeSat and CanSat (Can Sized Micro Satellite) training,
n Rocket and launch vehicle preliminary design,
n Satellite/Space mission analyses and simulations and
n Unmanned Air/Space Vehicle Designs.

NART-ST (NAnosatellite Reconfigurable Tools STructure) is
among the solutions provided by GUMUSH. NART is a generic
and modular nano-cube satellite structure to perfectly meet
CubeSat design specifications. NART structure family is basi-
cally equipped with one to three mono-block cube structure
cells with a length of 100mm. Each cube cell (1U) can be con-
nected with others by “LinkPlates” to build up 1U to 10U plat-
forms with easy assembly and disassembly.

Established in 2007, METALTEK
firstly aimed at producing che-
micals in compliance with mili-

tary standards (MIL-STD) which are
used in defence industry. METALTEK
produced a great many maintenance
chemicals which are used by the air
and land forces in compliance with
standards and succeeded in selling
them to the Turkish defence industry
as part of its successful research and
development projects conducted in
2009-2012. Some of these chemicals could be listed as follows:
n Alkaline rust remover in compliance with A-A-59260 standard,
n Hot paint remover in compliance with MIL-PRF-83936C standard,
n Gel type paint remover in compliance with MIL-R-81294D

standard and
n Washing Machine detergent in compliance with 

MIL-PRF-29602 standard.
The test laboratory which has been established as part of 
METALTEK’s research and development work was accredited by
the Turkish Accreditation Agency within the scope of EN ISO 17025
in May 2012. This laboratory has specialized in such fields as corro-
sion, resistance to environmental conditions and physical tests and
become a test centre, where performance evaluations of the end
products (steel, plastic, composite, etc.) and organic coating parts

(paint, lac, varnish, chemical conversion
coatings, etc.) are tested and reported. Du-
ring this test and report process, approxi-
mately 55 different tests are conducted.
Among these tests are the salt fog test,
moisture resistance test, UV resistance
test, warm-cold and shock endurance
temperature tests, as well as impact, ben-
ding, scratch and brightness tests.
Furthermore, METALTEK furnishes ser-
vices to defence industry institutions with
the tests that it carries out (salt fog, hu-

midity, solar radiation, chemical resistance, etc.) as part of 
MIL-STD-810G and NATO AEP-64 standards. All of the industrial
institutions performing automotive, white goods, general industry
and organic coatings get service from our laboratory as well. In
2015, our laboratory will achieve the test equipment infrastructure
which is still unavailable in Turkey thanks to its new laboratory
equipment investment that it made during the second part of the
year 2014. It will also seize the opportunity of conducting the cycli-
cal corrosion tests in the automotive sector for such automobile
brands as the BMW, Ford, GM, Mazda, Nissan, Renault, Toyota,
Volkswagen and Volvo with its new infrastructure.
METALTEK has been continuing to furnish services to the entire
world with the maintenance and accredited laboratory services
that it has developed.

ADVERTORIAL

GUMUSH Establishes 
Itself as Pico and 
Nanosatellite Design and 
Manufacturing Centre

METALTEK for Chemicals 
and Accredited Laboratory Tests 
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DEFENCE NEWS

Azerbaijan, which is required to acquire a strong armed 
forces and exerting efforts to develop its national 
defence industry due to its geopolitical position 

and the Nagorno-Karabakh issue, organized its first defence
exhibition in Baku on September 11-13. Azerbaijan 
International Defence Industry Exhibition (ADEX) was 
attended by 200 companies and 23 official delegations from
34 countries. As well as the national participation of Poland,
Republic of Korea and Belarus, the exhibition was joined 
by Turkey under the leadership of the Undersecretariat for
Defence Industries (SSM) and the Defence and Aerospace 
Exporters’ Association (SSI) with the highest national 
participation rate of 31 companies. Furthermore, four 

Turkish companies took place in the exhibition hall outside
the national pavilion. The Turkish Defence Alliance (TDA) 
was also at the exhibition with a group of press members.
Turkey was represented at the exhibition on a high level. 
Minister of National Defence Dr. İsmet Yılmaz, Undersecretary
for Defence Industries Prof. Dr. İsmail Demir and Chairman
of the Board of Directors of the SSI and TDA Latif Aral Aliş
and the accompanying official delegation held various 
contacts.

ASELSAN Signed another Agreement
ASELSAN signed a memorandum of understanding with
Azerbaijan’s ALOV institution in the exhibition. During the 
signature ceremony which was organized as part of the 
exhibition and attended by Minister of Defence Industry 
Yaver Camalov, the memorandum of understanding was 
signed by Chairman of the Board of Directors Dr. Hasan 
Canpolat and Deputy Director General Özcan Kahramangil on
behalf of ASELSAN, as well as Director General Kemal 
Askarov on behalf of ALOV Optic Mechanic Manufacturers’
Association of the Republic of Azerbaijan, Ministry of Defence
Industry. Within the context of the memorandum of 
understanding, it was agreed to work in cooperation in 
modernization and renewal of security forces attached to the
Azerbaijani Armed Forces and Azerbaijani government with.
Two companies will firstly work on cooperation in 4x and 

Azerbaijan
Says Hello
with ADEX
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6x night vision sights and the new generation thermal sights
which are planned to be purchased by the Azerbaijani Armed
Forces, as well as technical solution suggestions. Moreover,
work will be conducted with regard to turning ALOV into a
centre specialized in 4x and 6x night vision sights and the
new generation thermal sights in Azerbaijan.
ASELSAN presented its tactical field communication
systems, military and professional communication systems,
thermal and night vision sighting systems, radar and 
electronic warfare systems, remote control weapon systems,
military computers and bomb disposal robots in its stand to
the participants. Azerbaijani President İlham Aliyev also 
visited ASELSAN’s stand and obtained information about 
the products at the exhibition. As part of the exhibition, 
SARP stabilized weapon platform which has been developed
by ASELSAN was exhibited on the Gürze Patrol Car, 
produced by the Milli Aerokosmik Agentliği, a subsidiary of
the Azerbaijani Ministry of Defence.
Besides the activities in the exhibition, ASELSAN Chairman 
of the Board of Directors Dr. Hasan Canpolat visited 
Azerbaijani Minister of Defence Industry Yaver Cemalov 
at his office.

Otokar Takes the Stage with ARMA
Otokar exhibited its ARMA 6x6 vehicle in the exhibition. 
Those who visited Otokar’s stand in the exhibition also seized
the opportunity of obtaining detailed information about the
open turret version of ARMA 6x6.  Otokar General Manager
Serdar Görgüç said the following about the exhibition: 
“It is indeed our great honour to exhibit in Azerbaijan and
serving the requirements of the Azerbaijani forces with our
vehicles. I believe this ADEX is a great opportunity to get 
together with the esteemed organizations of Azerbaijan, 
listen their requirements and seek for further opportunities
to serve their needs.”

ROKETSAN is the Centre of 
Turkish Pavilion
Azerbaijani Armed Forces also has been using the 
ROKETSAN products, which became the centre of Turkish
pavilion throughout the exhibition. Undersecretary for 
Defence Industries Prof. Dr. İsmail Demir’s appearance at
ROKETSAN’s stand along with Chairman of the Board of 
Directors of the SSI and TDA Latif Aral Aliş in front of press
members was one of the indications of this situation as well.
Azerbaijani President İlham Aliyev and other Azerbaijani 
officials showed great interest in ROKETSAN thanks to the
project that it currently conducts with Azerbaijan. 
The interviews were made on various issues at ROKETSAN’s
stand which has also attracted attention of the Azeri and 
Turkish press and an interview with ROKETSAN Chairman 
of Board of Directors Dr. Eyüp Kaptan was broadcast live 
on the TRT Avaz channel.

STM is Ambitious in Naval Platforms
Covering an area of 40 square meters at the exhibition, 
the STM’s stand exhibited its MİLGEM Corvette and 
Pakistan Navy Fleet Tanker Projects on models and through 
introductory films as well. Moreover, tactical data links, 
shipbuilding and modernization and consultancy and 
certification projects were presented through posters. 

Azerbaijani Minister of Defence and Commander of the 
Azerbaijani Naval Forces visited the STM’s stand. As part 
of meetings held with Commander of the Azerbaijani 
Naval Forces, discussions related with shipbuilding projects
were made and the STM’s contributions to mentioned 
projects were evaluated.
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